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s U M î' -I A R Y

This dissertation is, in the main, concerned with the 
synthesis of excitation feedback controllers designed to 
improve the performance of a.c, turbogenerators following 
a large disturbance.

Solution methods and approaches for nonlinear optimisation 
are outlined and their application to a single-machine 
power system is considered. Linear search algorithms are 
applied to the optimisation studies of single variable 
excitation control. With the aid of signal-flow graph and 
Bode diagram techniques, a new single state variable for 
feedback has been made obvious. Dynamic sensitivity 
method has also been used to investigate the suitability 
of all the feedback signals under study. The theoretical 
excitation control laws obtained have been confirmed on a 
small, but realistically scaled, laboratory—model power 
system*

Finally, multi-variable optimisation is applied to co
ordinated excitation and steam—flow control. Only one 
extra stabilising signal has been added to each of the two 
control loops. It has been found that substantial 
improvements in transient performance can be achieved by 
the suboptimal control laws derived, under large 
disturbances and different operating conditions.
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LIST OF PRINCIPAL SYMBOLS

The principal symbols used in this thesis are listed as 
follows. Symbols which do not appear in the list will be 
defined in the text as they are introduced.

v^, = stator voltages in d and q axes
respectively 

= field voltage
- field voltage referred to the armature 

circuit
i,, i = stator currents in d and q axesd' q

respectively
i ^ ,, i- i. = currents in field and d and q axisfd' Id' Iq

damper windings respectively 
= stator resistance in d and q axis 

windings
r „, - r_,, r_ = resistances in field and d and q axisfd' Id' Iq

damper windings respectively
^d’ Vq = stator flux linkages in d and q axes

respectively \
If 2d* ^Iq ” flux linkages in field and d and q

axis damper windings respectively
x_„,, x__,, x__ = total reactances of field and d and qffd' lid' llq

axis deimper windings respectively
X ,, X = mutual reactances between any pair ofad' aq ^

d axis windings and between the q axis 
windings respectively

(viii)



= synchronous reactances in d and q axes 
respectively

X ’ = d axis transient reactanced
X,”, X ” = d and q axis subtransient reactancesa ' q

respectively
e^* = q axis voltage behind transient impedance
^d"* ® " = d and q axis voltage behind subtransient

impedances respectively 
= d axis transient open and short circuit time 

constants respectively (sec.)
, T^” = d axis subtransient open and short circuit

time constants respectively (sec.)
T ", T " = q axis subtransient open and short circuitqo q

time constants respectively (sec.)
T *, T * = q axis transient open and short circuit timeqo q

constants respectively (sec.)
= electrical terminal power
= air gap torque

T = mechanical torquem ^
= damping factor 

H = inertia constant (kWs/kVA)
M = H/nf^
w^, f^ = rated frequency (rad/s and Hz respectively)
w = instantaneous angular velocity of rotor (rad/s)
y = rotor slip speed (rad/s)
S = rotor angle (rad)

= voltages at infinite busbar and machine 
terminals respectively

(ix)



= transfer resistance and reactance respectively
Rq, = transmission line resistance and reactance

respectively
R^, X^ = generator transformer resistance and reactance

respectively 
p = differential operator d/dt
s = Laplace operator
t = time (sec.)

= state feedback gains, i=1,2,...,n
= reference voltage to excitation regulator
= state feedback signal to excitation system
= derivative feedback signal of a.v.r.
= torque reference to governing system
= accelerating torque
= state feedback signal to governing system

f = objective function
I = performance index
5 = sensitivity function

6 = prefix to denote a deviation about the initial
operating conditions 

= superscript to denote differentiation w.r.t.
time, t

^ = subscript to denote a steady-state value
_ = subscript to denote a vector quantity

The constants T and K with appropriate subscripts denote 
control system time constants and gains.

( x )



CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Synchronous Stability Studies

The stability of a system of interconnected dynamic
components is its ability to return to normal or stable
operation after having been subjected to some form of 

1 2disturbances ’ . The study of stability is one of the
main concerns of the control engineer whose methods may be 
applied to electric power systems.

There are two forms of instability in power systems; the 
loss of synchronism between synchronous machines, and the 
stalling of asynchronous loads. In a power system, it is 
possible for either synchronous or load instability to 
occur. The former is more probable and hence has been 
given much more attention. Synchronous stability may be 
divided into two regimes, steady—state and transient. The 
steady-state stability is basically the ability of the 
power system when operating under given load conditions to 
retain synchronism when subject to small disturbances such 
as the continual changes in load or generation and the  ̂

switching out of lines. It is most likely to result from 
the changes in source-to-load impedance resulting from 
changes in the network configuration. Transient stability 
is concerned with sudden and large changes in the network 
conditions such as those brought about by faults. The 
maximum power transmittable, known as the stability limit, 
is less than that for the corresponding steady-state

1



condition.

In power system practice, the operation of synchronous 
generators is limited by their capacity and the operating

3conditions , Operation in the reactive-generation region 
(i,e, operation with lagging power factor) is usually 
limited by the maximum power output of the turbine and 
heating of the rotor and stator, while operation in the 
reactive-absorption region (i,e, operation with leading 
power factor) is restricted mainly by stability 
considerations, Ifhile the steady-state stability limit 
is quite well defined, the transient stability limit 
depends on the type and severity of the disturbance 
adopted to define the stability limit. Usually, the 
stability criterion adopted is the ability of the generator 
to withstand a 3-phase short-circuit fault of standard 
duration close to the generator terminals without losing 
synchronism.

1.2 Transient Stability Control Problem

Although steady-state stability is an important 
consideration, especially under leading power factor, 
light load conditions, transient stability is still the 
major consideration used for fixing the operating limit 
of a synchronous generator operating in the leading power 
factor region. It is because that with the present 
capacity of generation and transmission equipment, the 
transient stability limit is usually lower than the



steady-state stability limit*

In the UK, as the demand on the CEGB system grows, the 
problems of securing new sites for power station will 
become acute and difficult to satisfy because of suitable 
land scarcity and increasing stringent amenity and 
environmental requirements. Pressures related to the 
environment will have two direct effects. Firstly, there 
will be an incentive to try to increase the capacity on 
each site; this is of course augmented by the capital 
savings to be gained with the use of larger generating 
complexes. Secondly, obtaining wayleaves for new 
transmission lines will become more difficult and the 
tendency will be towards providing the minimum possible 
transmission from each site. One solution would be the 
use of ultra high voltage transmission lines, but this 
would involve considerable capital investment. Problems 
associated with the transient stability performance of 
power stations will therefore become more critical as the 
specific loading of the transmission is increased and 
generation concentrations become larger. They will be 
aggravated as unit sizes increase because the specific 
inertia tends to become smaller and the reactances larger, 
both factors being detrimental to transient stability 
performance. Over the past years, various methods, other 
than simply strengthening the transmission system, have 
been investigated for improving transient stability.



1.3 Practical Approaches to Transient Stability Control

Possible means of controlling stability can be classified 
into three basic groupsi-

(a) methods involving changes in the operating systems 
of machines with conventional automatic voltage 
regulators (a.v.r.s) and governors,

(b) alterations in the transmission network, and
(c) changes in the design of conventional machines.

The first group includes fast governing^*^, fast valving^,
7and fast excitation with increased ceiling voltage .

Changes in the network include such techniques as braking
8 9resistors , series capacitor switching , generator

dropping, load shedding, power-factor c or re ct io n^ ^ ^*
12 13phase-shift insertion , tie-line reactance control

1 kand autoreclosing circuit breakers . The last approach
involves design of high short-circuit ratio machines^

1 5dual-excitation machines and interconnected winding 
rotor machines^

With an existing system, the choice of the method of 
control is obviously between (a) and (b)• Which method 
is used depends on the control objectives to be achieved 
and on economic considerations. Many of the control 
schemes proposed, especially those which exert control 
through changes in the network parameters have been 
designed entirely from the viewpoint of controlling the



generator rotor oscillations. These methods lead to an
acceptable rotor transient behaviour and have the
advantage in that they make use of feedback information
of system states which can easily be measured. However,
the system representations used with these types of
control schemes have, in many cases, been simplified ones
and the variations in the electrical quantities have been
ignored. Furthermore, since the control action requires
large and sudden variations in the electrical power
flowing in the network, the problem of overvoltages may 

17arise , From the viewpoint of cost, the network 
parameter switching type of control schemes require a 
substantially higher cost as compared with the other forms 
of control schemes applied to the prime mover and 
excitation system. For example, a series capacitor 
switching control scheme, including the auxiliary 
equipment would require an initial investment which is 
many times that required for an excitation type of

4- n 18control ,

Apart from the economic advantage in using excitation
control, recent developments in solid-state excitation 

19systems with high ceiling voltages and facilities for 
additional signals have made this type of control more

20attractive to use, either on its o\m or in conjunction
21with modern electro-hydrawLic governing systems ,



1.4 The Role of Excitation Control

Excitation control of a turbogenerator must be designed 
to meet several constraints. Firstly, the terminal 
voltage of the machine must be maintained within specified 
limits (usually +0,3/0 over a wide range of steady 
operating conditions. This requires feedback of terminal 
voltage with a gain of the order of 200 in the forward 
path of the excitation control system. Secondly, the 
machine must have a good dynamic stability margin. For a 
simple proportional controller, this condition can only 
be met for low values of the order of ten in the forward 
gain. Thus for high gains, stabilising feedback must be 
introduced. Thirdly, the machine must have a good 
transient performance, following a large disturbance.
The standard form of disturbance considered is a 
symmetrical 3-phase short-circuit at the high-voltage 
terminals of the generator transformer with a set fault 
time with the prefault impedance equal to the postfault 
impedance. Feedback of terminal voltage can only ever be 
effective in reducing the first swing in transient load 
angle and even this effect depends on the presence of a 
high value of forward gain and a high ceiling voltage.
Once again, the value required (typically 50) is less than 
that needed to meet the steady-state regulation. If the 
gain is set to meet the steady-state requirement, the 
addition of well-designed stabilising feedback also 
improves the transient performance. It has now been



established that the best contribution that can be made 
by excitation control is to force the excitation to a 
positive peak immediately the fault is applied and to 
maintain peak excitation until the first peak in rotor 
angle has been reached. Since the error input voltage 
into the excitation system is given as the difference 
between a fixed voltage and terminal voltage, little 
subsequent control beyond the first swing in load angle 
is obtained.

22A method of excitation control, known as ’bang-bang* 
control, has been proposed to alleviate the effects of a 
generator pole-slipping during or after a major system 
disturbance. With normal excitation control, the swing 
of a machine rotor is either arrested and reversed by 
forced excitation or accelerated into a pole-slip. In 
the latter event, the speed rise is detected by the 
governor which reduces steam input and power output and, 
by throwing more load onto other machines, causes them to 
slow down. Such undesirable oscillations and exchanges 
in active power between machines can be minimised by 
arranging for the excitation to be removed from a machine 
when it starts to accelerate into a pole—slip and 
restoring excitation when a suitable rotor angle has been 
reached after a pole-slip has taken place. This bang- 
bang control of excitation has now become possible with 
the advent of fast-acting thyristor excitation control, 
but it is yet too early to forecast whether the overall 
effects on a supply system of one or more large machines



pole-slipping without excitation can be tolerated,

23Another development of interest is the divided-winding 
rotor which allows the mechanical rotor or load angle to 
be kept constant, irrespective of the power factor of the 
load. Such a development allows a machine to absorb 
reactive power up to the limit of its stator thermal 
rating without impairing its transient stability. The 
important feature of the divided-winding arrangement is 
that a change in machine reactive output does not require 
a corresponding change in rotor position relative to the 
air gap flux, i.e. there is no change in mechanical load 
angle. A separate cost einalysis has shown that reactive 
power absorption of high-merit turbogenerators with 
divided-winding rotors is half the cost of alternative

24compensation equipment • Against this must be set the 
disadvantages of an additional excitation control system 
with its slip rings and brushgear or rotating diodes or 
thyristors, and more problems associated with mechanical 
stresses in the rotor windings introduced by the fact that 
the two rotor windings carry different values of current.

In recent years, modern control theory has been widely 
used in the design of excitation controllers and governing 
systems of a.c. turbogenerators. It is now being 
recognised that if improvements in transient performance 
beyond the first swing are to be obtained, additional 
feedback, in the form of state feedback, must be used.

8



1.5 Steam-Floxf Control

Traditionally, the major function of turbogenerator 
control is steady-state voltage and turbine speed 
regulation, such that both are maintained within certain 
specified limits throughout the loading conditions from 
full load to no load. In an interconnected power system, 
the system frequency is maintained within certain 
specified limits throughout changes in system load which 
are shared among generators in an economic manner.
Machine terminal voltage regulation is achieved by 
excitation control while turbine speed and power-frequency 
regulation is achieved by steam-flow control. Under 
transient conditions, the excitation system helps voltage 
recovery after system faults. The steam governing system, 
on the other hand, prevents overspeed under fault and 
load rejection conditions.

The conventional governing system is a closed-loop control
system where speed control is accomplished by speed
feedback. The speed transducer used is a mechanical 

2 5flyball device which is driven from the turbine shaft» 
Turbine speed changes are sensed by the transducer and 
translated into control signals used to position the 
steam valves and adjust the turbine power output. This 
mechanical system, though reliable, suffers from certain 
functional and operational limitations. Firstly, it .has 
inherent insensitivity produced by dead bands introduced 
by mechanical linkages. Secondly, the droop setting



cannot be changed on load to suit operational requirements, 
and thirdly, subsidiary control signals cannot easily be 
incorporated into the control system. The major problem 
amongst all is the severe wear on the teeth of the cross
shaft due to vibration giving rise to frequent governor 
failure. This has led to the recent installation of an 
electronic governor on a 500M1^ unit at CEGB Rugeley B 
power station to replace the existing mechanical system^^. 
Difficulties have been experienced with mechanical 
governors on some sets and electronic governors have been 
installed as standard on all CEGB high merit units built 
since 1973.

Several site tests have been carried out by the CEGB to
study the transient performance of turbogenerators of

27various ratings, Buseman and Casson recorded stability
tests on a 5^MVA (45MV) set under various fault conditions
and found that, while the voltage regulator produced
beneficial effects on transient and steady-state stability,
governor action was ineffective on the first rotor swing
but helpful for subsequent re-synchronization, Scott 

28et, al, recorded another field test on a 200MW set >
equipped with a governor-controlled interceptor valve and
found that, while voltage regulators contributed
considerably towards the dynamic recovery of system states,
the effect of the governing system depended on the
severity of the fault. Governor action was found to be
more significant under severe fault conditions such as

293-phase short circuit. In the Northfleet tests

10



performed on a 120MW set equipped with governor-controlled 
interceptor valves, where phase—to-phase and 3-phase 
fault conditions were examined, it was found that the 
governing system made only relatively small contributions 
to improvements in transient stability. These test 
results appear to indicate that, except under the most 
severe fault conditions of relatively long duration, the 
conventional governing system only introduces relatively 
small improvements in transient stability.

Certain additional requirements must be met if the 
governing system is to make more significant contributions. 
The governing system, including the governor and control 
valves, should be fast acting, the amount of uncontrolled 
steam entrained in the turbine should be minimised to 
reduce the effective time constant of the turbine, and 
some form of optimal or suboptimal control be implemented. 
Modern turbogenerator sets with electro—hydralic governing 
systems and fast—acting main and interceptor valves 
satisfy the first two requirements. Furthermore, the 
flexible nature of the electro-hydrauLic governing system 
makes it amenable to the implementation of some form of > 
optimal or suboptimal control,

1,6 Optimal and Suboptimal Control

Increased demand for both the quantity and reliability of 
electrical energy has led to the introduction of large 
generator units requiring a more sophisticated control

1 1



philosophy. This need has coincided with the introduction 
of fast and inexpensive minicomputers and microcomputers, 
which now allow the practical implementation of many of 
the techniques of modern control methods in power-system 
control. The application of modern control methods to 
the design of excitation controllers and governing systems 
of a.c. turbogenerators has been widely used to study the 
transient performance of a single-machine power system. 
Although there is a long list of analytical studies in 
this field, the number of supported experimental studies 
on real, although small, power-system models is far 
s h o r t e r 3 0 - 3 8 .

Optimal control theory is concerned with deriving a 
sequence of controls, or a continuous control function 
of time, which, when applied to the given control system, 
will cause the system to operate in some optimum manner.
The optimality of a control is measured by a performance 
index. I, which is usually a time integral of some 
performance measure over a specified period of time and 
an optimum control is defined as one which extremises the 
performance index. To select this optimal control function 
from the set of possible functions, it is necessary to 
know the state of the control system during that period. 
Should these be imperfectly known, then only approximate 
controls may be found. It would be very convenient if, 
from a knowledge of the initial state, the state equations 
of the system and the error index function, it were 
possible to derive an explicit function for the optimal

12



control function. Unfortunately’, this is not possible, 
and a partial solution in the form of a set of necessary 
conditions for an extremum of the error index has to be 
accepted. In the particular case where the state equations 
are linear and the error measure is quadratic, a numerical 
solution may be obtained by numerical integration of a 
set of differential equations known as the Riccati 
equations. Generally, however, it is necessary to 
proceed on some systematic trial and error basis to find 
the extremal state and control functions. In mathematical 
terms, the optimal control problem is one of functional 
minimisation, as in the calculus of variations. It is 
akin to the ordinary minimisation problem in calculus, 
where the necessary conditions to be satisfied by the 
independent variables of a scalar function are established 
by equating to zero each of the partial derivatives of 
the function with respect to its arguments. In functional 
minimisation, rather than obtain a set of algebraic 
equations which are satisfied by the independent variables 
at the minimum of the scalar function, a set of 
differential equations satisfied over the control interval 
by the control and state variable functions of time at 
the extremum of the error index function is obtained 
instead. The functional minimisation process is further 
complicated by the need to satisfy the constraints 
existing amongst the control and state variables due to 
the process dynamics, as specified by the state equations.

13



39A brief summary of the important results regarding the 
necessary conditions to achieve the extremity of the 
performance index as developed by the calculus of 
variation, Pontryagin*s Minimum Principle and dynamic 
programming are summarised in this section. By using 
variational calculus, the constrained function 
minimisation problem is converted to an unconstrained one 
through the Lagrange multipliers. This transformation 
results in a new performance measure, which has to satisfy 
certain necessary conditions for optimality. These 
necessary conditions, when applied to the n-th order 
dynamic system, usually give rise to a two-point boundary 
value problem (TPBVP) consisting of 2n ordinary differential 
equations with boundary conditions specified both at the 
initial and final points. The optimal control problem as 
formulated using the calculus of variation requires that 
the state equations have continuous first partial derivatives 
with respect to the control variables. Another drawback of 
this formulation is that constraints on the control 
variables cannot be conveniently handled.

Pontryagin formulated the optimal control problem in terms 
of the Hamiltonian function, Pontryagin*s formulation, 
together with the Minimum Principle, also generally give 
rise to a TPBVP , but they relax the requirement of 
continuous partial derivatives of the state equations 
with respect to the control variables and unconstrained 
control,

14



An alternative to the variational procedures for deriving 
the optimal control is the method of dynamic programming.
The corresponding necessary conditions the optimal control 
must satisfy is the Bellman's equation, implying that the 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation be satisfied. An alternative to 
the direct solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation to 
determine the minimum performance function is to assume a 
particular form which is Icnown to be suitable, and then 
establish a set of ordinary nonlinear differential equations 
with known one-point boundary value conditions, for 
calculating the time coefficients in the minimum performance 
function.

There is yet no general solution available for Bellman* s 
partial differential equation. However, the Hamilton- 
Jacobi differential equation could be solved for the 
important special case of a linear system with a quadratic 
performance measure. This constitutes the Linear Regulator 
Problem, The result for this linear regulator problem, as 
obtained by the solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation, 
is the same as that obtained by the solution of the matrix 
Riccati equation.

The general optimal control problem is inherently difficult 
to solve whether it be formulated by variational calculus, 
resulting in a TPBVP, which in general, can only be solved 
by iterative methods requiring successive integration of 
the state and adjoint equations or by dynamic programming, 
resulting in a partial differential equation for which no 
general solution is available. Furthermore, even when a
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solution is achieved, the optimal solution is, in general, 
in the form of an open—loop control or a feedback control 
with time-variant feedback gains, except for special cases, 
such as the linear regulator problem with the control 
interval extended to infinity, where the optimal control is 
a constant linear feedback of all states. These optimal 
open-loop or variable gain state feedback controls are only 
applicable to systems which have fixed parameters and 
operating conditions, and subject to a given set of 
disturbance. This is hardly true of the control of turbo
generator sets in power system.

The optimum control of turbogenerators in power systems 
could be formulated by two approaches both of which lead 
to comparatively straightforward solutions and result in 
optimum controls amenable to practical implementation. One 
is to formulate the problem as a linear regulator problem, 
a very common method. The other approach, which is 
developed in this study, is to retain the nonlinearities of 
the system and develop some form of closed-loop linear 
state feedback suboptimal control. By assuming, a priori, 
the form of the optimum feedback control, the suboptimal 
control problem is transformed into one of parameter 
optimisation which can be solved readily by function 
minimi s at ion,
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1.7 System Sensitivity

1.7.1 The Significance of Sensitivity Theory

The sensitivity of a dynamic system to variations of its 
parameters is one of the basic aspects in the study of 
dynamic systems. The particular question of parameter 
sensitivity arises widely in those fields of engineering, 
where mathematical models are used for the purposes of 
analysis and synthesis. In order to be able to give a 
unique formulation of the mathematical problem, the 
mathematical model is usually assumed to be known exactly. 
This assumption is, strictly speaking, unrealistic since 
there is always a certain discrepancy between the actual 
system and its mathematical model for the following 
reasons. Firstly, a real system cannot be identified 
exactly because of the restricted accuracy of the measuring 
devices. Secondly, the behaviour of any real system 
changes with time in an often unpredictable way caused by 
environmental, material property, or operational influences. 
An additional constraint is that a theoretical, concept 
cannot be implemented easily and, in order to even obtain 
the required theoretical results, the mathematical model 
may need to be simplified intentionally to reduce the 
mathematical problem or even to make the problem solvable 
at all, , ;

For these reasons, the results of mathematical syntheses 
need not necessarily be practicable. They may even be
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quite inaccurate if, for example there are considerable 
parameter deviations between the real system and the 
mathematical model and the solution is very sensitive to 
the parameters. Therefore, it should be part of the 
solution to a practical problem to know the parameter 
sensitivity prior to its implementation or to reduce the 
sensitivity if this becomes necessary.

This is of particular importance if optimisation procedures 
are involved, since it is in the nature of optimisation to 
extremise a certain performance index for the special set 
of parameters, Futhermore, there are many problems where 
sensitivity considerations are either useful or msindatory. 
Some examples are the application of gradient methods, 
adaptive and self-learning systems, the design of 
insensitive and suboptimal control systems, the determination 
of allowed tolerances in the design of networks, the 
calculation of optimal input signals for parameter 
identification, analogue and digital simulation of dynamic 
systems, and so forth,

1,7.2 Basic Definitions ^

The basis of all sensitivity considerations in the case of 
time-invariant parameter variations is the so-called 
sensitivity function If the sensitivity function is
known, it will be easy to calculate the change^ in the 
system behaviour from given parameter deviations and, 
conversely, to calculate allowable parameter deviations
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from a given preassigned system behaviour.

The mathematical problem to be solved in sensitivity 
theory is the calculation of the change in the system 
behaviour due to the parameter variations. There are 
several ways to define quantities for the characterization 
of the parameter sensitivity of the system. The definitions

4ocommonly used are summarised in this section.

Let the behaviour of the dynamic system be characterized
by a quantity x = x(j£) * called a system function, which,
among other dependences, is a function of the parameter
vector 2 = (p^» P2 > •••> P^) • For example, x can
represent any time domain or frequency domain property or
a performance index. Let the nominal parameter vector be

.Tdenoted by = (PiQ, P20* •••> Pro) ^be nominal
function by x^ = x (Rq )• Then, under specified continuity 
conditions, the following general definitions hold. The 
absolute sensitivity function ^^ is given by

%(£) — ^j(Rq) j—1>2 ,,,,,r, (l*l)
■̂ o

The subscript 2 q indicates that the partial derivative 
expressed by 3 is taken at nominal parameter values. In 
addition to depending on ^j can also depend on other
variables, such as the time or the frequency. If is a 
function only of 2 ^» it will be called the sensitivity for 
short, so that for example the term performance index 
sensitivity means the absolute sensitivity function of 
the performance index to some specified parameter changes,
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The relative or logarithmic sensitivity function is
given by

3(ln x)
3̂ . =-J 3(ln Pj) (1.2)

where (in x) means the vector of the logarithms of the 
elements of x, so that

3(ln x) = Sx^/x^, ..., 3x^/x^)^.

The i-th element of S^ can be expressed by

0x^/x^

3Pj/Pj

p. i—1,2 ,,*,,n,
= ^ii »_ ^io j—1*2 ,...,r,

■̂ o
(1.3)

where is the i-th element of the absolute sensitivity
function S.. The semirelative or semilogarithmic -J
sensitivity function can be expressed in the form

3(ln x)
(ih)

For the i^th components of S^,

3x /x

”  a Z

1

£o
(1.5)
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Alternatively,

3x
S . = ---------

3(ln Pj) - P^q^jCRq)* j=1,2 ,•••,r •
(1.6)

One important application of the absolute sensitivity 
function is in parameter optimisation using function 
minimisation techniques. This form of sensitivity function 
is inherent in any study using gradient optimisation and 
is produced without extra computational cost. It also 
provides a basis for the comparison of the relative 
influence of different feedback signals on the performance 
of a system. The logarithmic sensitivity function is most 
suitable for the determination of precision levels in 
measurement, manufacture and setting of operational 
parameters because the errors involved in these processes 
are in proportion to the parameter values. When the 
comparative sensitivity of a particular variable with 
respect to different parameters is studied, the most 
suitable forms of sensitivity functions are those given by 
eqns, 1,2 and 1,6, Similarly, when the comparative 
sensitivity of different variables with respect to a 
particular parameter is studied, the most suitable forms 
are those given by eqns, 1,2 and 1,4. However, these forms 
of sensitivity functions may be used interchangeably, 
provided they are given the appropriate interpretation. 
Among the various forms of sensitivity functions, the 
absolute sensitivity function is the most convenient form 
to derive and evaluate and the other forms may be readily
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evaluated from it. Comparison of the system sensitivities 
in this thesis is made by taking the integral of the 
absolute value of the logarithmic sensitivity functions.
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CHAPTER 2 SOLUTION METHODS AND APPROACHES

2.1 Introduction

Mathematical techniques of varying degrees of complexity 
have been used in this study ranging from the use of the 
signal-flow graph and Bode diagram techniques as design 
tools, to the use of m o d e m  numerical methods to the 
solution of optimal control problems. Since the initial 
studies of the control of power system performance 
described in this dissertation are, essentially, synthesis 
of feedback control laws from known system outputs, the 
associated mathematical topics are described first.
However, in later sections, the signal-flow graph and the 
Bode diagram are both used as basic design tools in an 
attempt to generate a highly appropriate system state to 
be used for feedback purposes. In these circumstances, a 
brief mention of these two techniques has been included in 
this chapter,

2.2 General Rules for Calculating Sensitivity Functions

It is evident from the definitions of the sensitivity 
functions given in Chapter 1 that they involve the calculus 
of partial differentiation. In order to treat the problem 
quite generally, consider a continuous function of the 
variables x^, x^, ,,,, x^ in the general form

f = f(x^, Xgÿ •••f * (2,1)
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The total differential df of f is then defined by the 
relationship

9f d f  d f
df =   dx- + dx^ + ••• + — —  dx • (2,2)

9x 3x^ 3x ^I r

In the following section, several different types of the 
dependences among the variables , x^, . . , x^ are 
considered with, in all cases the continuity of all derivatives 
assumed,

First, suppose that x.j , x^, ..., x^ are functions of a single 
variable, say a, in the form x^(a), x^Ca), •••, x^(a). Then 
f may be considered to be a function g(a) such that

f = g(a), (2 .3 )

with g representing the same physical quantity as f. Then 
from eqns, 2,2 and 2,3,

dg 3f dx. d f dx 3f dx
da 3x- da 3x„ da 9x da1 2 r

In these circumstances, the variables x^, i=l,,,,,r are \ 
also known as the intermediate variables.

If, however, x^, x^, ,,,, x^ are functions of another set 
of independent variables, say, a.j , a^, , , , , a^ then

X., — ^^ 9 ^2* • • • > )

Xr

1

= x^Ca^j, a ^ , •••f a^)

(2.3)

= ^2* •••» )
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The function f is then a function of a.*s such thatJ

f == a^, a^). (2.6)

In this case, j=1,...,s are no longer defined and only
jthe partial derivatives can be taken so that

3g 3f 3x.j 3f 3x^ 9f 9x^
da. 3x. 3a. 9x_ 3a. 3x 3a.1 I I  2 I r I
’ (2.7)

9g 3f 3x.j 3f 3x^ 3f 3x^
3a 3x. 3a 3x_ 3a 3x 3as I s  2 s r s

In the above differentiation, all the independent variables 
are considered to be constant, except that particular one 
with respect to which the derivative is taken.

When the variables x.j , x^, •••, x^  ̂ are functions of x^
it follows that

q - x^(x^), •••, = x̂ _.j (x^) , (2.8)

Now f is a function of the intermediate variables
f x^f .., x^  ̂ and of the independent variable x^, If f 

is taken as function of x^ only

f = g(x_) (2.9)
and

r

dg 3f dx^ 3f dXg 3f dx^_^
dx^ 3x^ dx^ 3xg dx^ 9x^-1

3f
(2 .1 0)

r
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In the case where certain of the variables , x^, •••>
are functions of the independent variables x^^^, •••, x^
it follows that

x^ = X

(2 .1 1)
^  - ^ ( ^ k + 1 ’ •••*

such that
f = * •••> (2 ,12)

The total derivative is not definable and in terms of the 
partial derivatives, eqn. 2,12 gives

9g 0f 0X.J 3f 9x^ 9f
— —  =   —— — —  + • • • + — —  ' ' " +  —
3xĵ 1̂ 3x, 3xĵ ,̂ 3xĵ  a=k+i 9*k+l

! (2 .13)

9g 9f 9x^ 3f 9x^ 3f
3x 9x. 3x 3x- 9x 9xr 1 r k r r

The final case to be considered is the special case when 

~ *j(*k+1* •••♦ ^r)

but
*k-1 *k-l(*k+1, ..., x^)

^k = =k(=r)'
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The partial derivatives for x,_ .j , , •••> can be
taken as before such that, for example,

9g 3f 9x 3f
  = ——  — — — + ... + , (2 ,13)

except that, for the partial derivative with respect to
the independent variable x^,

3g 3f 3x. 3f dx. 3f
3x 3x. 3x 9x_ dx 3xr 1 r k r r

The term 3x^/3x^ of eqn, 2,13 has been replaced by the 
term dx^/dx^ which is defined in the above case.

2,3 Numerical Solution

In any power system, it is important to know how the 
system will perform during certain transient conditions 
and considerable effort has gone into the development of 
methods to predict this performance. The main variable 
of interest in a synchronous machine is the rotor angle 6 , 
since its variation as a function of time, called the 
swing curve, gives a direct indication of its stability.

An earlier form of the step-by-step method of solution 
used a network analyser to represent the conditions at any 
instant. From readings taken on the analyser, the setting 
of the analyser for the next step was determined by a 
manual calculation. Later on, analogue devices were 
developed to cariry out the intermediate calculation,
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The method was based on what would now be regarded as 
excessive simplification. With the advent of modern 
technology in powerful digital computers, the nonlinear 
system differential equations can be readily solved by a 
numerical step-by-step integration algorithm.

Let the system states of a power system representation be 
defined in a nonlinear form as

X = f(xyt) (2 .17)

Let X be the value of a typical variable at time t • n n
The principle of the step-by—step method is that, when
the value of x at time t is known, the equations can be n n '
used to calculate the derivative x , and hence ton'
determine the value at the succeeding instant t .=t +h,° n+ i n '
where h is the step length. The solution values at t^^^ 
are approximated from values at the beginning of the step, 
possibly from values in earlier steps, and from slope 
evaluations which depend in form and combination on the 
particular method used. Errors are propagated from step 
to step and the error build-up depends largely on the step 
length. From the outset then, there is a conflict 
between the adequate control of error growth, on one hand, 
and the overall computing time required to achieve this 
control on the other,

A simple method is to say that

x . = x + h x  (2,18)n+ I n n  ' ^
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The method is self-starting, since the derivatives at 
time t=0 depend only on the values of at that instant 
and will therefore integrate satisfactory following the 
discontinuity occuring at the beginning on any step. It 
is of first order accuracy, since it computes the slope 
f(x,t) only once during each step.

Any numerical integration method is, of course, only 
approximate, because the curve is approximated by a series 
of short straight lines and the accuracy obviously depends 
on the number of steps, i.e. the step length or time 
interval h. It is, therefore, advantageous to use a value 
of h just large enough to give the necessary accuracy and, 
for further reduction of computer time, to develop a 
higher order mathematical method of integration, which 
allows the use of even larger values of h. Such 
integration methods have been developed from the calculus 
of finite difference polynomials and may be classified 
under two headings, namely those which confine all 
evaluations of the algorithm to within each integration 
step, and those which use solution information available 
in previous steps. Of the two methods most frequently 
used in power system studies, the Runge-Kutta algorithms 
fall within the first group of methods, and the Predictor- 
Correct or algorithms into the second group,

4lThe most commonly used version of Runge-Kutta algorithms 
is one in which four evaluations of the slope are made 
within the duration of the integration step and from 
these, a mean weighted slope S is computed of fourth
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order accuracy. The algorithm which appears in eqn. 2.19 
stems from a truncated infinite series expansion of x over 
the interval h and eqn, 2,18 with x^ replaced by S is used
to calculate x ., such that n+1 '

where = h t*)

Kg = h f(x^+K,/2 , t^+h/2) (2.19)

= h f(x^+%2/2 , t^+h/2 )

K 4 = h f(x^+K^, t^+h)

Whereas the Runge-Kutta routine starts each step afresh
and utilizes only slopes within each step, the predictor—
corrector methods make use of the variable and its first
derivative obtained in previous steps to predict at t^
the value of x . and then uses a corrector formula to n+1
improve the accuracy of the estimate. The accuracy 
depends upon the number of previous values of x and x 
available and on the relative significance attached to 
each one.

The advantages of the Runge-Kutta methods are mainly that 
they are self-starting and have high accuracy. However, 
the disadvantage is that, as in the case of eqn. 2 .19, 
the slope has to be computed four times within each time
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step, thereby using excessive computer time. Accuracy 
diminishes rapidly as the step length increases and the 
method has limited stability, Predictor^corrector 
methods have the advantage of high accuracy and stability 
and require calculation of the slope only once per step. 
Their disadvantage, however, is that they cannot integrate 
through discontinuities.

The computer time required for a digital computation is 
an important factor in determining the method and the 
degree of simplification of the equations used. For 
calculations for a multi-machine system, in which each 
generator has a voltage regulator and a governor, the 
choice of computing technique is important. For the 
transient studies of a single-machine power system, 
accuracy is a more important consideration than computation 
time. The straightforward easily computed fourth order 
Runge—Kutta method has been used throughout the studies.

A flow chart for the optimisation program is shown in 
Fig, 2.1, The steady-state calculation is carried out 
using the steady-state phasor diagram as shown in 
Appendix A1. The total set of system and sensitivity 
equations is sub-divided into two groups, the differential 
equations and the algebraic equations. Initially, the 
equations are integrated over the first step using stèady- 
state values as initial values to obtain new values for 
the integrable state variables. These new values are 
then used in the nonintegrable algebraic equations to
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evaluate the auxiliary variables used in the next 
integration. This continues until the time interval for 
each required solution is reached. During each integration 
step, the integrable state and auxiliary variables are 
evaluated four times. In an attempt to save computational 
time, the auxiliary calculations were performed outside 
of the Runge-Kutta routine. However, use of this 
technique assumes that the values at the end of the n-th 
step remain constant during the (n+1)th . step during 
which the system differential equations are being solved. 
Thus the solution of the algebraic equations would always 
be one step behind that of the differential equations, and 
a very small step length (in this case , 0 ,001s) is found 
to be necessary in order to maintain accuracy. 1Vhen the 
method of solving the algebraic and differential equations 
simultaneously was investigated, a step length of 0 ,003s 
resulted in the same order of accuracy and this method of 
solution has been used. However, in practice, the 
accurate display of a waveform containing a 50Hz component 
introduced the need to use a step length of 0 ,001s in the 
derivation of transient response curves of the final

>
optimised system.

2.4 The Problem of Numerical Optimisation

2,4,1 Problem Definition

The basic mathematical optimisation problem is to 
minimize a scalar quantity, known as the performance
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index I, which is the value of a function of n system
parameters x^, x_, .... x . These variables must be1 ' 2 n
adjusted to obtain the minimum required, i.e. to

minimize I — f (x^, ^2 * *••> ^n^ ̂ (2 .20)

where (x^,x^,...,x^) is denoted by the transpose of the 
n-vector x, i.e. x^ = (x^,x^,...,x^),

The optimisation problem is formulated here as a minimi
sation problem. This is not restrictive since almost all 
problems can be put in this form. In particular, a 
maximum of a function can be determined by a minimisation 
method since

maximum f(x) = —minimum [ —f(x)] (2,21)

The value I of f embodies the design criteria of the 
system into a single number which is often a measure of 
the difference between the required performance and the 
actual performance obtained. The function f is referred 
to as the objective function whose value is the quantify 

to be minimised. The co-ordinates of x will take 
successive values as adjustments are made to their values 
during the optimisation process. Each set of adjustments 
to these variables is termed an iteration and in general, 
a number of iterations are required before ein optimum is 
satisfactorily approximated. In the iterative process , 
a first estimate of the parameter values must be supplied 
as a starting point for the search for minimum.
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2.4.2 Local and Global Minima

Tlie determination of the parameters x . which gives—m m
a minimum value I . of the objective function f is them m
object in optimisation, I . is the lowest possiblem m
value of I for all combinations of values of the variables
X, A point X . which gives this lowest possible value — —m m
of f is termed a global minimum. In practice, it is very
difficult to determine if the minimum obtained by a
numerical process is a global minimum or not. In most
circumstances, it can only be said that the minimum obtained
is a minimum within a local area of search. The point
X . is therefore termed a local minimum. A particular —m m  ^
function may, of course, possess several local minima.
One of these will be the global minimum but it is usually 
impossible to determine if a local minimum is also the 
global minimum unless all minima are found and evaluated.

2,4,3 Gradients

Some optimisation methods require gradient formulation
V

about the objective function given by I = f(x), This is 
obtained in the form of first and second order derivatives 
of f with respect to the n parameters. The Jacobian 
vector £ is defined as the transpose of the gradient 
vector Vf which is a row matrix of first order partial 
derivatives. The transpose of ^ is given by

9f 3f 3f
^ = vf = (— , --- , --- ). (2 ,22)

3x^ 3^2
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The nxn symmetric matrix of second order partial 
derivatives of f is known as the Hessian matrix and is 
denoted by G where

G =

o oâ 'f 3‘̂f
3x^ Bx^Bx^ 
3^f

3x 3x. n I

a^f
3x. 3xI n

3xn

(2.23)

The availability of the Jacobian vector and the Hessian 
matrix simplifies optimisation procedures and can 
sometimes allow solution of problems with a large number 
of variables. However, it is usually necessary for more 
general methods of optimisation to proceed without 
gradient information since derivatives may be uneconomic 
or impossible to compute, and in some cases may not even 
exist,

2,4,4 Conditions for a Minimum >

A necessary condition for x to be an unconstrained 
minimum is that ^(x) = 0 , that is, there is no direction 
from X along which the function value may be decreased.
A point X where ^(x) = 0 is said to be a stationary 
point; it may be a minimum, a maximum or a saddle point,

42The sufficient condition for a particular stationary
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point to be a minimum is that the Hessian matrix must be 
positive definite, that is, the curvature, or rate of 
change of the gradient from x must be positive. In 
practice, it may not be possible to confirm this but the 
majority of methods ensure convergence to a minimum and 
not a maximum by requiring that the function is reduced 
at each iteration,

2,4,3 Methods for One-Dimensional Problems

The selection of a lower point along a particular 
direction, or the linear search, as it is usually called, 
is usually a one-dimensional minimisation problem. This 
problem can also occur directly. The method of solution 
is to calculate the function values at specified points 
along the direction until the area of the minimum is 
located and then to fit a low order polynomial over two 
or three points. If derivatives are available, a cubic 
may be used, otherwise a quadratic is fitted. Only those 
coefficients of the polynomial necessary to determine its 
minimum point are calculated and the objective function is 
evaluated at this point. If the value is acceptably 
small, the point is taken as the linear minimum, otherwise 
it is used as one of the points to fit another polynomial, 
the worst of the original points being discarded,

2.4.6 Methods for N-Dimensional Problems

There are many ways of choosing the direction for search
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in an n-dimensional problem and this choice is fundamental 
to the success of an algorithm. The earliest methods used

43the direction of steepest descent, when the gradient could 
be calculated. Although convergence for this method can 
be proved, it does not perform well in practice because no 
account of the curvature of the function is taken in 
selecting the direction. Early function—only methods 
concentrated on using the co-ordinate directions 
alternatively, or on combinations of previous directions.
Such methods were rarely able to deal with problems of 
more than three or four dimensions, A rather different 
approach was to compare the function values of a pattern 
of points spanning the space. These methods were 
generally very slow and often failed to converge. However,

44the most successful of them, the simplex method , where 
the pattern is a simplex of (n+1) points, is still useful 
for functions that are subject to inaccuracies.

In the region of a minimum, a function can be resonably 
approximated by a quadratic and the more recent minimisation 
algorithms are based on methods which are gureinteed to 
converge in a finite number of steps on a quadratic function. 
The most straightforward of these is Newton*s method. It 
uses both first and second derivatives to obtain a solution. 
The minimum of the quadratic is obtained by simply 
differentiating the general form of the function and 
equating it to zero to give the required correction to the 
current point x. For general functions the correction is 
applied iteratively, that is,
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+ 2k» (2,24)

//here p. is the solution to the set of linear equations;

2k = - % '  (2.25)

and and are the first and second derivatives of f
at This basic algorithm is usually modified to
incorporate a linear search along 2^ to prevent divergence
to a maximum and to use triangular factors of G^ to
overcome problems when G^ is singular, A whole class of
methods which have the property of guranteed convergence
on a quadratic function are the quasi-Newton methods ,
These attempt to build up an approximation, H , to the
inverse of the second derivative matrix without
calculating it explicitly. An iteration of a quasi-Newton
algorithm is simply to calculate the search
direction, carry' out a linear search along to find
the approximate distance to the linear minimum, and set

finally to calculate from
and the changes made in x^ and is stored and
updated as triangular factors to prevent conditioning
problems. The different methods in the class employ
different formulae in updating They all have the
important property that on a quadratic function after n
iterations have been applied, the approximation to the
inverse of the Hessian is exact, i.e. H = G %  On ̂ n
general functions, after n iterations, gives a fair
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indication of the curvature so that subsequent progress 
is fast.

The directions that are generated by a quasi-Newton
method have a property kno\m as conjugacy. Conjugate

h.2directions are important because it is possible to 
prove that, for a quadratic function, exact linear 
searches along a set of conjugate directions will locate 
the minimum of the function in the space spanned by these 
directions. Another class of methods that generate

46conjugate directions are the conjugate gradient methods ,
The advantage of this type of method is that it requires
less storage to calculate The disadvantage is that
after n iterations, the elements of the direction vector
will be veiy small so that the method has to be restarted
and convergence is consequently slower than the quasi-
Newton methods. It is also possible to derive methods
that generate conjugate directions without explicitly

47using gradient information. At present , however, 
algorithms for these methods do not perform as well as 
algorithms based on the above methods,

2,4,7 Approximating Derivatives by Differences

All of the methods discussed in the previous section 
(, apart from Simplex) assume that some derivative 
information is available and it may not always be possible 
to provide this analytically. In such cases, numerical 
approximations to the derivatives can be made, based on
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difference formulae. In optimisation algorithms , it is 
usual to use a simple, forward difference formula, for 
example,

d f f(x + 6 e ) - f(x)
s A x )  = (— ) = — ---- ^ ------   (2 .26)

3x . X 5.J - 3

where e . is the jth co-ordinate direction and S . is a -j 3
small interval for differencing. The cost of calculating 
g is thus n extra function evaluations,

2,5 Optimisation of System Performance

The optimal controls produced for nonlinear dynamic 
systems using optimal control theory are, in general, 
some form of open-loop controls. These controls can 
only be applied to systems with fixed parameters and 
operating conditions, and subject to the same disturbance, 
This form of control is not desirable for the control of 
turbogenerator sets in power systems.

It is well known that for a linear, time-invariant system 
with a quadratic performance index, the optimal control is 
a linear combination of all the states. This appears 
logical and appropriate because feedback of all the states 
means feedback of information that completely specifies 
the system. It is logical, therefore, to assume that the 
optimal control of a nonlinear system is also some function 
of all the states of the system, and that a suboptimal 
control could be achieved by linear feedback of all or
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some of the states of the nonlinear system. With this 
assumption, the performance of the system can be achieved 
by choosing a set of optimum feedback gains. This 
approach converts the suboptimal control problem into 
a parameter optimisation problem.

The above parameter optimisation problem is formulated as 
a function minimisation problem as follows. Given a 
dynamic system described by the vector equation

i xft*) = io» (2.27)

where x is the state n-vector and 2 is the vector of 
optimising parameters, choose 2  (or ^(t), if 2 is time- 
variant over the interval 0 - t - t^) so that an objective 
function is minimised.

Many function minimisation methods have been developed 
over the years and the Gradient Methods are among the most 
powerful ones to date. Basically, all these methods try 
to locate the minimum of the objective function by 
performing a series of searches in the function space.
The direction of search is determined using the first 
partial derivatives of the objective function with respect 
to the optimising parameters. In general, these 
sensitivity functions are functions of the state 
sensitivity functions, and they can be evaluated by 
solving the system sensitivity equations. The single
variable optimisation by quadratic and cubic approximations

48 49are due to Powell and Davidson respectively while
the multi-variable function minimisation subroutine
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adopted is the Fortran version of the original Algol
procedure based on the quasi-Newton method of Gill,

50Murray and PitfieId .

2.6 Signal-Flow Graphs

2.6,1 Introduction

A signal-flow graph is defined as an oriented linear 
graph on which vertices represent variables and line 
segments represent certain specific relationships 
between the vertex variables.

In one sense, a signal-flow graph is the dual represen
tation to a block diagram, since the roles played by 
vertex and line segment are interchanged. There is one 
extremely important difference between them however, 
in that, on a block diagram, every kind of relationship 
is explicitly represented by a vertex, while on a signal- 
flow graph, the relationships of summation and identity 
are implicit in the diagram by definition. For this 
reason, the block diagram form of representation is more 
flexible and general. On the other hand, signal-flow 
graphs are neater and, for linear systems, are associated 
with a much more powerful set of manipulation and 
reduction rules. While it is important to realize that 
the use of signal-flow graphs is in no way prohibited 
for nonlinear systems, their greatest utility stems from 
the powerful reduction techniques available for linear 
systems. With the aid of this powerful tool, clearer
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insights into the single-machine complex system are made
possible. The basic signal-flow graph conventions and

54manipulations will now be briefly described •

2,6.2 Signal-Flow Graph Conventions

The line segments of a signal-flow graph represent 
coefficients or operators if dealing with relationships 
between Laplace transforms. The coefficients associated 
with line segments are called transmittances. The 
vertices of a signal-flow graph represent variables.

A vertex variable is equal to the summation of all terms 
associated with oriented line segments which are incident 
on it. For example, in the signal-flow graph of Fig, 2,2,

Xĵ  = ax^ + bx^ + cx^ + dXĵ  (2,28)

The line segment, d, originating from and incident upon 
vertex Xĵ  in Fig, 2,2 is called a self circuit or self 
loop,

X

X2

X 3

Fig, 2,2
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In a signal-flow graph as shown in Fig, 2.3, the identity 
convention is such that

= ax^ = bx^ = cx^

X 1

(2.29)

Pig. 2.3

A signal-flow graph may now be used to represent a set of 
linear equations. For example, the signal-flow graph of 
Fig, 2,4 represents the set of equations

x^ = a.ĵ x̂  + a, 2*2

■̂21*1 *22*2 **■ *2

(2,30)

cp-

22

n

Fig. 2,4
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2.6,3 Signal-Flow Graph Manipulations

Certain simple rules for the manipulation of signal-flow 
graphs follow directly from the previously stated 
definition and conventions. Consider the simple cascade 
arrangement of Fig, 2,5a, where

*2 “ *1*1* *3 ” *2*2* •••* *n+1 ” *n*n* 

n
so that X = 7T a.x., (2.31)

i=1 ^

Thus the cascade of line segments in Fig, 2,5a may be 
replaced by the simple equivalent line segment of Fig,2.5b.

* 1 *2 ^ o  —O E» O— -------- ------— ;P
*2 ^3 n n+1

Fig. 2,5a

nITi=1 ^
^*n+1

Fig, 2,5b
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Consider the simple parallel arrangement of Fig. 2.6a. 
The relationship between and is represented by

n
= 2: a . X

i=1 i l (2.32)

and thus the parallel arrangement of line segments of 
Fig. 2.6a may be replaced by the single equivalent line 
segment of Fig. 2.6b.

X

Fig. 2.6a

n

-o X.

Fig. 2.6b
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A rule commonly used to remove a self circuit from a 
vertex can be quite valuable. This rule requires that 
when the self circuit is removed from the vertex, all 
transmittances incident on that vertex are replaced by 
their original value divided by one minus the value of 
the transmittance of the self circuit removed.
Application of this rule to the original flow graph of 
Fig, 2,4 to remove the self circuit on the vertex x^ 
produces the signal-flow graph of Fig, 2,7,

ai2a2,/(l-a,,)
c

a 21

c

22

c

a22

Fig, 2,7 Fig, 2,8

An intermediate vertex can be removed by replacing each 
path between any vertices passing through that vertex to 
be removed by direct paths whose transmittances are tlfe 
product transmittances of the line segments removed.
When this rule is applied to the signal-flow graph of 
Fig, 2,7 to remove the vertex x^, the resulting graph is 
shown in Fig, 2,8,
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2.7 Bode Techniques

2 .7.1 General

A number of methods are available for describing the 
frequency response of a circuit. One of these is the 
Bode diagram, named after Hendrik Bode, a Bell System 
research engineer, who developed the techniques, A brief 
summary^^ of the techniques used is described in this 
section.

Rapid sketching of amplitude diagrams from factorised 
rational transfer function is possible by making use of 
asymptotic approximations. For example, given a transfer 
function g (s ) of the form

K(s+a)(s+b)
G(s) = — ---   -, (2.33)s (s+c)(s+d)

the asymptotic approximation at any frequency w is given 
by writing (s+l) as 1 if w<l or as w if w>l. If all poles 
and zeros are in the left-hand plane, the asymptotic phase 
shift is SQt degrees(lagging) if the amplitude approxima
tion is k/w^. For example, with a transfer function G(s)

»(•) ■
has an approximate value at w=2,5,of

and can be represented by a line of slope=-1 passing 
through the point 3 when w=1,
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2.7.2 Resonance and Quadratic Factors

The phenomena of * resonance* is associated with systems 
having a quadratic factor in either the numerator or the 
denominator of their transfer functions. If the zeros or 
poles corresponding to these quadratic terms lie close to 
the jw axis (corresponding to a small damping ratio "C), 
the frequency response of the system undergoes a pronounced 
dip or null in the vicinity of the zeros and a pronounced 
peak in the vicinity of the poles. Such systems can be 
referred to as resonant systems and the frequencies in the 
vicinity of the peaks or nulls are known as resonant 
frequencies, A term usually used to describe such systems 
is the quality factor Q, and can be defined as

Q = 1/24. (2,34)

A quadratic factor (s^+bs+a) can be approximated to a
2value of a for any frequency w> Ja and to a value of v for 

any frequency w<Ja, The tangent at w=Ja" is obtained by 
writing the factor as bw, provided that there are no 
other real system poles or zeros close to the quadratic 
form. As an example, consider a transfer function G(s) 
of the form

G(s ) = 8(s+l) 
s^+2s+16

such that

G(j w )| = 8w/l 6 for 1 ^ w < 4  ,

and |G(jw)| = 8w/w^ for w > 4,
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At w=4, the tangent is approximately 8w/2w and the 
corresponding log-log plot is sketched in Fig. 2,9* Thus 
from Fig. 2.9, the system has a resonant gain Q=2, with 
the damping ratio, equal to 0 .25.

Gain

distance to the 
peak is log Qexact

curve

(rad/s)w

asymptotes

Fig. 2.9

2.7*3 Closed-loop Transfer Function

A simplified form of a closed-loop negative feedback 
system is shown in Fig. 2.10, where r is the reference 
signal, e is the actuating error signal, u is the control 
signal, y is the system output, C represents the controller 
to be introduced, G represents the plant to be controlled 
and H represents the feedback system to be introduced.

G(s )

-H(s)
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The corresponding closed-loop transmittance T(s) of the 
system defined by Fig* 2,10 is given by

= 1+COT(I)- (2.35)

TvTien CGH(s) is replaced by L(s), the loop gain function, 
eqn, 2*35 becomes

T ( s )  = H & T

or, in terms of the frequency domain,

T(j") = h H T T  1 + 1/L(jw)' (2-36)

If in eqn, 2,36 |l (j w )1 » 1 ,  then |T( jw) | = |l/H(jw)| .
If, however, in eqn, 2.36 [L(jw)|«1, then

1 t (j w )| — |cg(jw)| . The corresponding Bode diagram can 
be illustrated as shown in Fig. 2.12b with A(jw) corresponds 
to CG(jw) and B(jw) represents H,(jw). By definition, at 
the gain crossover, w=w^, the break frequency, and 
|L( jw^)| =unity. The phase margin is ÏÏ - /L( jH:) sind

|T( jw )| = |cG(jw )| 2 cos( ^  )c c 2

It is then to plot CG(jw) and l/H(jw) on the same axes, 
such that the spacing between them represents L(jw) and 
the lower envelope of the amplitude plot represents |T(jw)|.
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2 ,7 »^ Simple Approximations

Consider two parallel transfer functions A(s) and B(s) of 
Pig. 2.11a with their corresponding Bode diagram as 
sketched in Fig. 2,11b,

ro-

Fig, 2.11a

A( jw)|

exact
curve

|b ( jw)|

asymptotes - 1

Fig. 2.11b

The transmittance T(jw) of the system is given by

T(jw) = = A(jw) + B( jw) . (2.37)

If in eqn. 2.37 [ A( jw) j »  | B ( jw) ] , then T( jw) =■ A( jw) ,
and if [A(jw)| <<|B(jw)| , then T(jw)= B(jw). At the gain 
crossover, |A(jw )| = |B(jw ) | such that

|t ( jv J| A(jw )| 2 cos(
/A(jw^) - /B(jv^)

),

and
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If, h.owever, the transmittance paths of the transfer 
functions A(s) and B(s) are such that as indicated in 
Fig. 2.12a, their corresponding Bode diagram will be as 
given in Fig. 2.12b.

A(s )
|a ( jw

-2

asymptotes

Fig. 2.12b

The transmittance T(jw) of the system is then given by

T(jw) = AU.w1 +  AB(jw) = A( jw) // 1/b ( jw) (2.38)

If in eqn. 2.38 |a ( jw) ] »  11/b ( jw) [ , then T( jw) =. l/B(jw);
and if |A( jw) ] «  11/b ( jw)| , then T(jw)= A(jw). At the 
gain crossover, |A(jw )] = |l/B(jw )| , such that

A( Jw^)|

, /A(jw^) - /B(jw^)
2 cos( -----------  ̂ ' )

2

and
/a ( jw^ ) + /b ( jw^) 

2
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2,7.5 Compensation

Since a loop-gain slope of -2 corresponds to an. asymptotic 
phase lag of at least 180°, the aim of a designer must be 
to arrange that the |CG(jv)| and |i/h(jw)| curves cross 
with a slope between 0 and -2, while maintaining all the 
specification objectives as far as possible. This is done 
by variations of gain or the addition of poles or zeros 
into the controller transfer function C(s), or the feedback 
transfer function H(s) of Fig, 2,10,

The general methods of the application of Bode techniques
to the design of closed-loop control systems are well

53established and only the particular application to the 
design of an excitation system of a turbogenerator has 
been described in any detail.
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CHAPTER 3 FORMULATION OF THE SUBOPTIMAL 
CONTROL PROBLEM

3.1 System Studied

The system under study consists of a single turbogenerator 
connected through a transformer and a double circuit 
transmission network to an infinite busbar in the general 
manner described by the schematic diagram of Fig. 3*1*

m a m i.p l.p

steam-flow path
  valve control path
e emergency stop valve 
g governing valve 
B boiler 
C condenser 
R reheater

valves 
e S

interceptor 
-, vaive s excitation

controller

steam-flow
controller

Fig, 3.1 General system arrangement
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The relevant machine and system data is based on the 
Pembroke power station in South Vales and is given in 
Appendix A2. The fault condition is assumed to be a 
symmetric 3-phase short circuit at the high-voltage 
terminals of the generator transformer with the prefault 
impedance equal to the postfault impedance. Fault 
durations of 0.22s and 0.1^s have been considered in 
this study. Initially, the machine is assumed to be 
delivering 0,85p.u. power with unity power factor at the 
busbar with the terminal voltage set at I.Op.u,

3.2 Synchronous Machine Representation

The model used to simulate the generator is based on a 
set of two-axis equations for an idealised synchronous 
machine, which are obtained by applying an atxis trans
formation to the original 3-phase equations. This 
transformation, known as Park*s transformation^^ , 
resolves the stator quantities into components along the 
pole and interpole axes, known as the direct and
quadrature axes repectively and a component relating to\
the zero-sequence effects. The latter will not be 
represented in the ensuing analysis because the operations 
considered do not involve zero—sequence quantities. The 
current paths in the rotor iron and in the damper 
windings are represented by one additional closed 
winding in the rotor on each axis. The idealised machine 
is subject to the following assumptions^^. Firstly, a
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current in any winding is assumed to set up a m.m.f. 
wave which, is sinusoidally distributed in space around 
bhe air gap. Secondly, the effects of hysteresis may be 
neglected. Finally, a component of m.m.f. acting along 
the direct axis is assumed to produce a sinusoidally 
distributed flux wave in the direct axis only and a 
quadrature axis m.m.f. produces a sinusoidally distributed 
flux wave in the quadrature axis only.

The direct- and quadrature-axis flux linkage and voltage 
equations for the generator can be derived from the 
schematic layout of the 3-phase windings shown in Fig. 3*2 
The algebraic signs correspond to generator action.

d-axis

fd

fd

Id
Id

q-axis

Fig. 3.2 Schematic arrangement of generator windings
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Tiie following sets of equations are all in per unit form 
with the flux linkage equations given by

h'd = - =ad^d + ^ad^ld (3.1)

Vd = ^ad^fd - V d  + W l d  (3-2)

'̂id " ^ad^fd " ^ad^d ^lld^ld (3.3)

Vq = " V q  + W q  (3-4)
h q  = - W q  + %llq^lq

The corresponding voltage equations take the form

& d  = P?fd/"o + W f d  (3'G)

= P¥d/«o - - ^a^d (3-7)

0 = P¥id/«o + "'id^ld (3.8)

"̂ q = PVq/”o + - ^a^q (3.9)
0 = PViq/w* + q q i l q  (3.10)

= / ( - /  -̂ ^q^) (3-11)

The equations for the air gap torque and the motion of\ 
the rotor are

k  = V q  - V d  (3-12)
and

Mp^S = - Tg - iqps/w^ (3.13)

respectively. Saturation in the machine may be modelled
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by taking the machine reactances as a function of the
conditions of magnetisation in the iron circuits of the

machine"'^. However, it has been shown^^ that saturation

has little effect on the transient stability of the machine

Saturation effects are therefore neglected in this

investigation. The damping coefficient in the swing

equation is assumed to be constant. Although a value for

can be estimated^^*^^, there is some uncertainty as to

the best value of K, to be used because of a lack ofd
reliable values for some machine parameters and because 

of the presence of turbine damping.

The above seventh order model takes account of the decay 

of the stator flux linkages which gives rise to power 

frequency oscillations in the machine axis voltages and 

currents. It also accounts for the initial braking

torque which is responsible for the rotor back swing
29observed in site tests , The drawback of this model is 

that state variables, which are required as feedback 

signals, are not readily measurable. These equations 

can be combined into operational forms by eliminating the 

rotor currents, and through some algebraic manipulations,
6kthe following equations are obtained :

P ® d "  =  ( ( = q  -  ^ q " h q  "
PSq' = ( h  - (=d-=d")id - Sq")/Tdo' (3.15)

P 6 q "  =  ( e q '  -  ( % d ' - % d " ) i d  -  « q "  " ( ^ 1  (

+ (3.16)
6o



=  P ( “ q " " ^ d " k ) / " ' o  +  " ( S d " + X q " i q ) / " o  "  V d

(3.17)

Vq = P(-Od"-*q"iq)/"o + ''(®q"-^d"^dk'^o " V q
(3.18)

By neglecting the decay of stator linkages, the speed 

variation and the less significant terms, the fifth order 

machine model is obtained in the form;

p®d" = ((Xq-Xq")iq - « d " ) / V (3.19)

peq< = (Vf - (^d-^d')^d - ®q’) / V (3.20)

pSq" = (eq> - (Xd'-*d")id - ^ q " ) / V (3.21)

"d" ^d ^a^d ” ^q‘*̂ q (3.22)

e "q ~ ^q ^a^q ^d"^d (3.23)

Te = ® d " q  + ®q"iq - (^d"-^q")Vq (3.24)

The fifth order machine model can be further simplified 

into the third order machine model by neglecting the 

effects of the damper windings as:

peq. = (Vf - (%d-=d')id - ®q’) / V  (^-^S)

° = Vd + V d  - V q  (3-26)
®q' = Vq + r^iq + ^j'^d (3*27)

k  = Gq'iq - (Xd'-*q)idiq (3*28)

The seventh order model has been used in all the 

optimisation and sensitivity studies while the third 

order model is the basis for Bode design,
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3.3 Transmission System

The equations for the transmission system between the 
generator terminals and the infinite busbar are formulated 
with the assumption that the transformer magnetising and 
line charging currents can be neglected. The transformer 
and the transmission line are represented by lumped 
series inductance and resistance. By applying Park’s 
transformation to the 3-phase equations for the 
transmission system, the following equations in the d-q 
axes of the generator are obtained:

Vd = Vasins + x^pi^w^ + Rfid ~ (3.29)

Vq = V o s  6 + X^piq/w^ + Rfiq + (3.30)

3.4 Excitation System

Three types of excitation systems are in common use 
today^^, namely, the a.c. exciter with static rectifier, 
the rotating a.c. exciter with rotating rectifier(Brush- 
less exciter) and the static thyristor exciter. The main 
structural difference between a.c. exciters sind thyristor 
exciters is the power amplification element. The power 
amplification element of a thyristor exciter is a 
thyristor converter while that of an a.c. exciter is an 
a.c. generator. The thyristor converter is basically an 
inertialess system and the speed of response is very fast 
compared with the a.c, exciter. Another major operational
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difference between them is the control of the output 
voltage. l̂ Tiile 4-quadrant operation is possible for the 
thyristor, voltage reversal is not possible in the a.c. 
exciters because of the presence of uncontrolled rectifiers.

The basic structure of an excitation system with an a.c. 
exciter is shown schematically in Fig. 3 .3 .

a.v.r, amplifier
a.c. diode
exciter rectifier

step-down transformer 
and rectifier

Fig. 3.3 Excitation system with a.c. exciter

The machine terminal voltage is derived from the machine 
terminals through a step-down transformer and rectifier. 
The control signal produced by the automatic voltage  ̂

regulator(a.v.r.) is amplified, either by cascade magnetic 
amplifiers as in earlier designs, or by a thyristor 
amplifier. The amplified control signal feeds the field 
winding of the a.c. exciter, where output is restricted 
by diode rectifiers to supply the excitation to the turbo
generator. Two types of rectifiers are commonly used, 
namely, static and rotating diode rectifiers. The latter 
is also called a brushless exciter because both the
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exciter armature and the diode rectifier of such exciters 
are housed on the generator shaft, thus dispensing with 
slip rings and brushes.

The basic structure of a thyristor excitation system is 
illustrated in Fig. 3.4.

a. c.
power source

a.v.r

thyristor
converter

step—down transformer 
and rectifier

Fig. 3*4 Excitation system with thyristor exciter

The control signal produced by the a.v.r. is used to 
control the thyristor converter which supplies the 
excitation for the turbogenerator. Power input to the 
thyristor converter can be obtained either from the 
generator terminals or from a separate source such as an 
a.c. exciter mounted on the generator shaft. The latter 
arrangement is usually preferred because full field 
forcing would still be possible under fault conditions 
when the generator terminal voltage collapses. A new 
arrangement still under development is the rotating
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thyristor exciter in which the thyristor converter and 
the armature of the exciter are housed on the generator 
shaft, thus forming a brushless thyristor exciter*

The excitation system in the present investigation is 
assumed to be capable of reversal of field voltage with 
an extra feedback signal available at the input 
summing junction as shown in Fig* 3*5*

1+sT
sK

1+sT

Fig. 3*5 Generalised excitation system

The modelling of the excitation system is based on the 
assumption^^ that the parameters of the excitation system 
remain unaltered throughout any transient change*
Further, the characteristics of the rectifiers and 
thyristor converters are assumed to be linear, and 
saturation in the excitation system is represented by 
limits on the output voltages* The effect is such that 
as soon as is limited to its limiting value VFMAX, 
will be clamped down immediately to a value of VPMAX/k ^* 
Finally, the reactive-power limit control is neglected* 
The block diagram representation as shown in Fig. 3*3 may
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represent systems with thyristor exciters or a.c. exciters 
depending on the values used for the various time 
constants in the model. The regulator time constant T^ 
of excitation systems with thyristor exciters will be 
much smaller than that of systems with a.c. exciters.
The forward transfer function represents the main regulator 
and exciter and the feedback transfer function represents 
the stabilising derivative feedback which is required if 
high regulator gain is used to achieve satisfactory 
steady-state voltage regulation. Again, the time lags 
introduced by the transducers are neglected.

3.5 Governor System and Turbine

Mechanical Watt-type governors with fixed droop 
characteristics have operated reliably on turbogenerators 
since the invention of the steam turbine. In due course, 
the problems of dead band in the control problem became 
appreciated and were largely solved by forms of electrical 
speed measurement. Later, increased torque—to-inertia 
ratios for large machines necessitated an improved valve 
response, which led towards the adoption of high pressure 
electro-hydralic control for the steam valve. Probably 
the most significant advance, however, lay in the scope 
and flexibility of control engendered by a basically 
electrical approach which enhsaices the control capabilities 
far beyond the concept of simple speed regulation. Thus 
the electro—hydrajlic governor in its current form 
incorporates the capability for interfacing with computer
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or other overall automatic control schemes.

Functionally, an eletric governor is the same as a 
conventional mechanical governor with the speed transducer 
and signal transmission system replaced by their 
electrical equivalents. The main hydratlic power amplifier 
which activates the steam-flow control valves remains the 
same. By using electrical transmission of signals, the 
dead bands caused by mechanical linkages in the mechanical 
transmission system can be eliminated and the electrical 
speed-error signal can readily be mixed with other 
subsidiary control signals to achieve optimal or suboptimal 
control. Furthermore, variable droop setting cam be 
achieved by variation of the speed transducer gain.

Various forms of speed transducers can be used. The most 
direct approach is to use a d.c. tachogenerator coupled 
to the turbine shaft, which generates a voltage propor
tional to speed. Another approach is to derive a 
frequency modulated signal(1 to 10 KHz are typical) which 
is then processed by a frequency sensitive circuit to 
produce the speed error signal. The modulated signal may 
be derived using a magnetic toothed wheel or a light 
emitting element mounted on the shaft and a stationary 
transducer which detects the movement of the rotating 
element s .

The detailed representation of the electro-hydralic 
governing system is fairly complex. However, test 
results^^ showed that the overall response of the valve 
position control loop is relatively simple in form once
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the system has been satisfactorily stabilised. A 
relatively simple model which still represents the 
pertinent characteristics of the system is adopted. The 
assumptions made to simplify the model are as follows. 
Firstly, the time lags of the signal transducers are 
neglected, since they are small comparing with time 
constants of the rest of the system. Secondly, the 
steam flow is taken to be a linear function of the control 
signal over the whole range of operating conditions. 
Finally, the valve opening and closing speeds are assumed 
to be the same. With these assumptions, the governor 
system may be represented by a single time-lag transfer 
function;

u = i"+' ST," (3-3')

where u is the control signal and y is the valve opening.

The turbine considered is a modern three—stage reheat 
turbine as shown in Fig. 3.1. High pressure steam from the 
boiler is fed through two sets of main steam valves into 
the high-pressure(h,p.) cylinder. The first set of valves 
are the emergency stop valves which are normally fully 
open and close only under emergency conditions such as 
total loss of load or excessive overspeed. The second 
set is the main governing valves which are continuously 
controlled. Thermal-mechanical energy conversion takes 
place in the h.p. cylinder, which accounts for about a 
quarter of the total mechanical output of the turbine in 
steady state. The exhaust steam from the h.p. cylinder 
is fed back to the boiler into the reheater where more
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thermal energy is added to the steam. It is then piped 
through a set of emergency stop valves and a set of 
interceptor valves into the intermediate pressure(i,p ,) 
and low pressure(1,p.) cylinders where the energy 
conversion is completed. The steam is condensed in the 
condenser and fed back into the boiler as feed water, 
thus completing the heat cycle.

The steam-flow dynamics in the turbine system is very 
complex and a fairly detailed representation of the 
nonlinear system flow dynamics gives rise to an 
objectionally complicated model. However, test results^^ 
showed that the overall response of the system is 
relatively simple in form. A simple representation 
which adequately represents the overall relationship 
between the governor valve motion and turbine power 
output is sought. The following first order transfer 
function is adopted:

T  = T T ^  (3 .32)

where T^ is the turbine power output and y is the valve 
opening. Such an approximation implicitly makes the 
following assumptions. Firstly, the boiler is assumed 
to be an infinite steam source, i.e. it supplies steam 
at constant temperature and pressure. Secondly, the high 
pressure and interceptor valves are assumed to travel in 
unison. Thirdly, the difference in pressures in reheater 
and condenser is neglected. Fourthly, the turbine power 
output is taken to be a linear function of valve 
displacement over the whole range of operating conditions.
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Finally, the efficiency of the turbine is assumed to be 
constant over the speed range considered. The prime mover 
system is therefore represented by the second order system 
as shown in Fig. 3.6.

1 1
1+sT, y l+sTg

Fig. 3*6 Block diagram of prime mover system

The value of the feedback gain is set to give the
standard ĥ /o speed regulation. T is the referencemo
signal and T^ is the extra feedback signal available with 
modern electro-hydralic governors.

3.6 Choice of Performance Index

The optimum control is one which minimises a particular 
performance index. It is therefore vitally important that 
such a performance index adequately represents the required 
performance of the system being optimised. As far as the 
turbogenerator is concerned, there are three basic 
requirements that an optimum control should fulfil, namely, 
quick recovery of the machine terminal voltage after a 
severe fault, high first swing stability margin and
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effective damping of subsequent oscillations. Several 
forms of functions have been considered. Different forms 
are found to be necessary for excitation control only and 
co-ordinated control,

3.7 Dynamic Sensitivity Equations

Consider a dynamic system given by the nonlinear vector 
equation

i = f‘(x,u,p,t) (3 .33)

where x is the state n-vector, u is the control m-vector 
and p is the parameter for which the sensitivity function 
is required. Differentiating equation 3*33 with respect 
to p and assuming that the control variables are 
independent of the parameter, the general sensitivity 
function equation is obtained in the form

É = Gz + Il (3 .34)

where z is the sensitivity vector ( , z^»...>z^) , z is 
the time derivative of the sensitivity vector

T 9^1 d
= âp"' ° dt §7"’ 1=1,2,...,n, and

G is the Jacobian matrix given by
ôf.

= [Gij] =

The initial condition for eqn,; 3*34 is z^=0 at t=0,
i=1,2,.,.,n if p is not a system initial condition and if
p is the initial condition for x ., z .=0 at t=0,j' 1 '
i=1,2,,..,j-1,j + 1,...,n and ẑ . = l , The sensitivity
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equation 3*34 is linear and of order n. In general, for 
a system of order n containing k parameters for which 
sensitivity functions are required, k sets of sensitivity 
equations each of order n are introduced. These k sets 
of sensitivity equations plus the system equations 
making a total of (n+l)k equations, must be solved 
together to obtain the system states and the sensitivity 
functions.
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CHAPTER 4 EXCITATION CONTROL STUDIES USING
NONLINEAR SINGLE VARIABLE OPTIMISATION

4,1 Introduction

Attempts to improve the transient performance of an a.c. 
turbogenerator when subjected to a large disturbance 
usually involve feedback of additional system states into 
the excitation system. IVhen, however, the proposed extra 
feedback signals are specified system states, a form of 
optimisation can be used to synthesise the required 
control law. It is now proposed to use only one extra 
feedback signal into the excitation system in additional 
to the terminal voltage feedback in an attempt to 
improve the response in rotor angle following a large 
disturbance, without degenerating the terminal voltage 
response. Such a synthesis method involves the single 
variable optimisation of a nonlinear system model and 
incorporates successive approximations of a nonlinear 
polynomial. When the relative suitability of different 
proposed signals is to be considered, dynamic sensitivity 
methods can be used to compare the optimised system 
performance produced by each of the extra feedback 
signals.

4.2 Power System Stabilis er

Until quite recently, it has been common practice for 
automatic voltage regulators used to control the
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excitation of large turbogenerators to be designed by the
machine manufacturer using classical control methods. The

21general approach used in the UK has been to set the 
parameters of the a.v.r. on site, using only terminal 
voltage feedback. It has however, now been established 
that the use of power system stabilisers^^ can lead to an 
improvement in the transient response of the power system. 
A power system stabiliser is an element or group of 
elements which provides an additional input to the 
regulator to improve power system dynamic performance. A 
number of different quantities may be used as inputs to 
the power system stabiliser. These extra feedback 
quantities are termed supplementary signals, or more 
commonly, stabilising signals.

The presence of long lines and weak transmission links on
the North American Continent has led to the increasing
use of thyristor excitation systems for which the use of
supplementary stabilising feedback signals has been found
necessary. In practice, these extra feedback signals
have been derived from a number of sources, including
shaft speed^^, terminal power^^, accelerating power^^*^^

72and frequency deviation .

Many analytical studies of the application of modern 
control methods to improve, or even optimise, the 
transient performance of a turbogenerator have been 
reported in recent years but there are few reported 
experimental studies in this area. Some of the most 
recent experimental studies have incorporated direct
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34.35digital control o f excitation using both minicomputer '
O ̂and microprocessor installations • In some cases, the

required control law has been obtained using linearised
system equations, while, in other cases, certain of the
system nonlinearities have been taken into account, to

73produce so-called suboptimal controllers which produce
a closed-loop controller giving an acceptable transient
performance for a wide range of initial and final system
operating conditions. Such optimal or suboptimal
controllers theoretically require feedback of all the
system states, which is not likely to be possible in
practice. A suboptimal controller incorporating feedback

74of three system states has previously been described , 
and,more recently, a report of an attempt to reduce the

75number of extra system states to two has been published .

74.75In these previous studies ' , the use of dynamic
sensitivity analysis, using a gradient technique to 
produce a suboptimal excitation controller, has been 
described. Although such a technique allows sensitivity 
curves for each individual stabilising signal to be 
obtained, it does not readily allow an investigation of 
making the obvious step of producing a closed-loop 
excitation control law in the presence of only one 
feedback signal. The single variable optimisation 
technique using a linear search method described provides 
a concise and systematic solution to this problem.
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4.3 Single Variable Optimisation

Most numerical methods for determining the optimum value 
of a given nonlinear objective function are iterative and 
proceed by generating a sequence of new estimates, each 
improving on the previous one. The different procedures 
available are characterised by the strategy used to 
produce this series of improving approximations. However, 
the problem of minimising a function of a single variable 
often occurs in the associated algorithms developed to 
minimise a function of n variables. It is common to 
determine a parameter, say X, which either minimise or 
reduces f^ = f‘(x(X)) with each iteration, such that,
for the kth iteration, a direction of search 2^ is 
determined and a scalar is detemiined which minimises 
f(x^+X^i^) with respect to X. Then

^ + 1  = Sk + AkEk (4-1)

The process is illustrated in Fig. 4.1.
XpjL directioii 

of
search

contours of

O X

Fig. 4.1 Linear search
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The procedure for finding a minimum of f(x) along is 
usually referred to as a linear search and there are two
basic approaches to the problem of performing such a
linear search.

The first method is that of function comparison in which
function values are only used in comparison tests. Such
methods(Fibonacci, Bisection and Golden Section etc) 
fail to utilize all the information available in that 
they disregard the quantity by which the function values 
differ at the various points.

The second method, that of function approximation, 
utilizes this additional information and is based on the 
assumption that f(x) approximates to a quadratic or cubic 
polynomial. The minimum value of a quadratic or cubic 
can readily be determined. A simple algorithm for 
determining the minimising value of the parameter X for

48a quadratic approximation has been described by Powell
and is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. The flow chart is self-
explanatory. The corresponding algorithm for a cubic

49approximation, reported by Davidson , makes use of the 
values of the function and its derivative at two points 
and is described in Fig. 4.3. The procedure of 'boxing 
in* of the minimum is demonstrated by Fig. 4.3a of the 
flow chart while the 'polynomial fit' starts in Fig. 4.3b. 
The derivation of the basic formulations used are 
described in Appendices A3 and a 4. Both the quadratic 
and cubic approximations are used in the single variable 
optimisation studies.
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start ^

read in datas; step length
accuracy e 
initial x

evaluate f(x ), f(x +h)

evaluate
f(x^+2h)

evaluate f
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with highest f 
& replace it
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calculate X=Xm
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minimum <_h 

?
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does
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?

stop J

Pig. 4.2 Flow chart for quadratic approximation
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start

read in datas step length h
accuracy e 
initial x

evaluate f^=f(x^)
fh=f(=k+b)
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evaluate G,

evaluate new f ,  & G,
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G chsinge-v sign no

yes

I * polynomial fit* j

Fig. 4.3a Flow chart for cubic approximation:-
•boxing in*
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no'
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repeat interpolation 
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repeat interpolation 
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Fig. 4.3b Flow chart for cubic approximation:- ^
•polynomial fit* •
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h ,k  System Formulation

4.4.1 Power System Model

The system under consideration consists of a single turbo
generator connected through a transformer and a double 
circuit transmission network to an infinite busbar in the 
general manner described by Fig. 4.4.

Ik ± 1+sT

sK
1+sT

Fig. 4.4 General system arrangement

The system configuration and operating conditions have 
been previously described in section 3.1, except that 'the 
effect of prime mover control has been neglected in this 
study. A seventh order set of differential equations 
has been used to represent the machine with derived 
equations used to take account of the decay of stator 
flux linkages, speed variations and transients in the 
transmission system. The excitation control system shown 
in Fig, 4,4 is assumed to be of thyristor type, and hence 
is capable of reversal of field voltage.
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4.4.2 Optimisation of System Performance

In general, it can be assumed that a suboptimal controller 
for a nonlinear system is some function of some of the 
system states. In the present study, the extra feedback 
signal, V^, of Fig. 4.4, is a linear function of only one 
state variable, x, such that

= K Ax (4.2)

where A x i s  the change in the proposed system state, x, 
and K is the optimising parameter. Suboptimal control is 
obtained by a suitable choice of the optimising parameter, 
K, thereby converting the problem into a function 
minimisation problem. The function, or performance index 
I, to be minimised has been chosen to have the form

T AI = J  (A, A V /  + A6^)dt (4.3)
o

where is the terminal voltage, S is the operating load 
angle, and A^ are weighting factors. A reduction of 
this form of error squared integral over the transient^ 
period T following a system disturbance implies a reduction 
in the terminal voltage and load angle transients. By 
adjusting the weighting factors A.j and A^, either the 
terminal voltage or the load angle cam be allowed to 
assume more weight. The inverse time factor in the load 
angle term represents an emphasis on the initial swings.
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4.4,3 Derivation of Sensitivity Equations

The sensitivity equations are derived by differentiating 
the system equations with respect to the feedback gain 
constant as described in section 3*7* Before the 
differentiation, the algebraic system equations are re
arranged to a form suitable for the numerical solution of 
the system equations. The system equations are

P«d" = (4-4)

P « q '  =  ( V f  -  ( = d - = d " ) l d  -  * q " ) / ? d o '  ( 4 . 5 )

P ® q "  = ( ® q *  - (=d'-=d")id - V  ■  (Tl(*q"-=d"id)

+ ?2=did - W f ) / ^ d o ' ) / ^ d o "  (4.6)

pS = y (4.7)

py = (T„ - T* - K^d>')/” (4.8)
pVf = ((Vy - + Vi - Vg)Kg - Vf)/Tg (4,9)

PVg = (KgPV^ - Vg)/Tg (4.10)

pi = A,(a V^)2 + ^ ^ ( A 8 ) 2  (4.11)

P^d = (P*q" - «o(Vb®“ ^ + (*t+Ba)id)

+ w(ey + (Xq"+Xt)iq))/(Xt+Xj") (4.12)

Piq = (-P^d" + w(Sq" - (Xt+=d")id)

- v„(V^,cosS + (Rt+*a)iq))/(%t+=q") (4.13)
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The auxiliary equations are given by

Vi = KAx (4.14)

T e = ®d’’̂ d + - (=d"-=q")idlq (4 .15)

w = "0 + ^ (4.16)

^d = V^sinS + XfPid/Wo + Rfid - «X^iq/«o (4.17)

Vq = V^cosS + X^piq/Wo + Rfiq + (4.18)

Vt = /(^d^ + Vq^) (4.19)

where K, , = K,/w • dd d' o

The sensitivity equations with respect to the single 
state feedback gain K are as follows:

0e ” 0i 0e "
p{— ) = - 5 F - ) / V  (4.20)

0e, * 0V_ 0i, "
p(âK^) = (gîT " (^d-^d")a^ - 3K ^ ^ / ^ d o ’ (4-21)

0e ” 0e » 0i, 0e *' 9e " 0i
p(dK^) “ (j k ^ (*d'"*d")gK Sk ^ (3̂ 1 (gn^ *d"g% )

a i ,  av
+ 3'2*dâK- - 3'kdgîr)/̂ do')/̂ do” (4.22)

p ('g& ) = i f  (4 -2 3 )

p (|k ) = (-gïT " ^ddik)/" (4.24)
av av. av. av^ a v .

p (aT-)  = ( ( - g f  + â f “  -  â f “ )^g -  a f  ) / 3'g (4 .25 )
avs\ av av^

p(gK ) = (^sP(af) - gf^)/'^s (4.26)

p(|i) = 2.0 ( A , A V ^ ^  + A2As||/(0.H.t)) (4.27)
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0e " -N 0i
p(gir) = ( p ( ^ )  - (*t+*a)0K-)

06^" 0i
+ ''(âK~ + (^q"+^t)âK )

+ (®d" + (Xt+=q")iq)§5^/(%t+=d") (4.28)
,61-, 3e." 3e^" 3i,

p(giê^) = ("p(— ) + « ( § K ^  - (Xt+=d")aË-)

+ (*q" - (^t^"d"))g

- '̂ o(-Vb®i’̂ H  + (*t+Ra)gf9^)/(%t+=q") (4.29)

The auxiliary sensitivity equations are described by

^^i ^0x , ,  .â f  = + 4X (4.30)
0Te 0e^" 0i^ 0e " 0i
3K" = 3 K - ^ d  + gir^d" + 3K ^q + 3K ®q"

- (V-^q")(ic|K^ + s i r )  (4.31)

6# = 3K (4.32)

It  = (^d|r +
= (v^(v^oossâ| + XfP(^)/w^ +0K t^''0K o t0K t0K

-  S ^ q a f / '^ o )  + + S p ( ^ ) / ’ ' o '

3i_ 3i.
+ Saic^ + ''̂ taf̂ /'̂ o + S^da#/~o))/Vt (4.33)

4.4.4 System Sensitivity

The application of dynamic sensitivity methods to the
optimisation of nonlinear power system models has been

74previously reported . Of the four sensitivity functions 
in common use, that based on the logarithmic function is
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used in the present application, such that the sensitivity
gp^ of some system state, x, to some system parameter, p, 
is given by

(4.34)s = afin x)
Pg 3(ln p) = |2 £

p ap % Po
where p^ is the nominal parameter value. The derivative 
tenn of eqn. 4,34 is inherent in any study based on the 
cubic approximation.

Comparison of the system sensitivities for different 
parameters is made by taking the integral of the absolute 
value of the logarithmic sensitivity function.

This sensitivity approach allows the inclusion of 
sensitivity functions for the terminal voltage, V^, and 
the load angle, 6, to be included in the performance 
index. This can result in a reduction in the sensitivity 
of these states to parameter chemges at a very small 
sacrifice in performance^^.

System optimality, which is defined in terms of a 
performance index, is arbitrary. However, it is possible 
to obtain some correlation between the sensitivity and 
optimality of a system. The performance index chosen in 
this study is very closely related to system stability 
and such a correlation should exist. Results obtained in 
later sections confirm this view.
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4,5 Optimisation Studies

4 .5.1 General

In order to assess the relative effects of several 
different additional feedback signals, a large number of 
optimisation studies have been performed with different 
values of step length h and specified accuracy G,
Weighting factors of = 1  and A^ = 5 in eqn. 4.3 have 
been used with the integral of eqn. 4.3 evaluated over 
3.5s in attempts to find the optimised value of the 
parameter K of eqn. 4.2, The convergence criterion has 
been assumed to be satisfied when |K( last ) - K ( current )|<6 , 
the specified accuracy. Both the quadratic emd cubic 
approximation have been fully investigated.

The choice of extra signals into the excitation system 
has been limited to four particular signals, all of which 
have previously been used by various authors and all of 
which have been previously used in reported experimental 
studies. These four signals are AS, the change in
operating load angle, S, Aw the change in rotor velocity

2from synchronous speed, p 8, the transient rotor 
acceleration and AP^ the transient electrical output power.

4 .5.2 Minimisation using the Quadratic Approximation

Table 4,1 shows the results of the optimisation study 
when the machine is subjected to a 0.22s fault duration.
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The step length chosen initially was 0*5t and the results 
for two specified accuracies, 6 = 0,001 and 6 = 0,00001 
are shown in Table 4,1, The computation takes eui average 
of 8s of CPU time per iteration on the PDF 10 computer at 
UMIST, In order to cover a wide range of parameter space 
and to test the convergence of the algorithms, the 
optimisation was repeated for a larger step length, 5.0, 
and the results of this study are shown in Table 4.2. 
Comparison of Table 4.1 and 4.2 shows that the final 
gains arrived at are nearly identical but that the increase 
in step length increases the number of iterations required. 
The minimum value of the performance index obtained for
either à& or Aw feedback is higher than that obtained for

2either p S or AP^ feedback.

A similar pattern emerged when corresponding results were
obtained for a fault duration of 0.14s. However, in this
case, the performance index obtained with AS feedback

2appeared to be close to the values obtained with p S and 
AP^ feedback. It can be concluded that, although the 
change in fault duration results in a change in the entire 
system configuration, this local minimum did exist but 
was missed by the search in the 0.22s fault study. This 
was confirmed by using the optimised feedback constant of 
0.34066 for AS for the 0,14s fault study, with a step 
length of 0 .5 , as an initial starting point for the 
optimisation for the 0,22s fault study. The result of 
this reoptimisation is shown as control Q5 in Table 4.1 
and confirms that such a local minimum did, in fact, exist.
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The corresponding performance index is now the best 
obtained as compared with the original value of 4,4966 
which is close to the value of 4,5225 obtained without any 
additional feedback corresponding to the action of 
terminal voltage feedback acting alone.

Although the chosen value of step length and the specified 
accuracy do affect the rate of convergence, a poor 
estimate does not stop the process, based on the quadratic 
approximation, from converging to give close agreement 
between values of feedback constants obtained for widely 
differing step lengths. This general effect is illustrated 
in Table 4.3 in the particular case of feedback of 
transient electrical power, AP^. It can be seen from 
Table 4.3 that in spite of a 5000:1 ratio in step lengths, 
the value of the feedback constant only ranges from 0.4077 
to 0.4105 with the performance index constant at 3 *5273*

Step
Length

Final
Gain

Value 
of PI

Iteration
Number

0.01 0.4077 13
0.10 0.4105 8
0.50 0.4096 3*5273 8
5.00 0.4092 14

50.00 0.4093 21

Table 4.3 Effect of change in step length

It can, therefore, be concluded that the quadratic 
approximation produces convergence for a wide range in 
step lengths, although it is possible to miss an important
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local minimum in the value of the performance index by an 
inappropriate choice of step length.

4.5.3 Minimisation using the Cubic Approximation

Although the cubic approximation described in Appendix a 4 
does allow a gradient criterion to be used in the 
minimisation routine, an initial comparison of the 
algorithms has been made without this information. The 
result of this study using a step length of 0,5 and an 
accuracy of 0.00001 is given in Table 4.4. The average 
computational time for each iteration is 13s of CPU time 
which is 5s more than that for the quadratic approximation. 
Table 4.4 includes the initial and final values of the 
gradient.

Control
Number

Feedback
Signal

Initial
Gradient

Final
Gain

Final
Gradient

Value 
of PI

Iteration
Number

Cl AS 0.967 -0.3429 0.497 3.4730 6
C2 Aw -4.65 0.0553 1 .29 4,3278 5
C3 P^s -57.1 0.0 -57.1 4.5225 2
C4 -1 .71 0.4393 0.567 3.5343 4.

Table 4.4 Optimisation studies with cubic approximation and 
0.5 step length

It can be seen from a comparison of Table 4.1 and 4.4 that 
the use of the cubic approximation seems to offer a faster 
rate of convergence but at the expense of more CPU time per 
iteration. Table 4.4 also shows that the use of the cubic
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approximation lias found the local minimum for AS feedback

initially missed using the quadratic approximation. However,
it can be seen from Table 4.4 that, in the particular case

2of p S feedback, the algorithm has not converged to an 
optimum. This effect was even more obvious with the 
optimisation performed using a step length of 5*0 when only 
the particular feedback associated with AS converged to an 
optimum.

This major disadvantage can readily be overcome by using the 
available information on gradient from one iteration to 
restart the optimisation. It has been found that the chosen 
value of accuracy has little effect under these conditions 
but that the choice of a suitable step length is critical.
Use of the technique incorporating gradient values is 
illustrated in Table 4.5, for the particular case of p S 
feedback with a specified accuracy of 0.00001.

Control
Number

Step
Length

Iteration
Count

Feedback
Gain

Gradient
Value

Value 
of PI

CGI 0.5 1 0.0 -57.1 4.5225
2 0.5 0.23 5.9892

CG2 0.1 1 0.0 -57.1 4 .5225'
2 0.1 5.01 5.4486
3 0.0261 24.3 4.2989
4 0.0146 56.4 3.6375

CG3 0.001 1 0.0146 56.4 3.6375
2 0.0136 38.4 3.5924
3 0.0166 -4.93 3.5609

Table 4.5 Optimisation studies with cubic approximation 
using gradient values
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The initial optimisation, CGI, of Table 4.5, has been 
performed with a step length of 0.5 and there is a change 
in the sign of the gradient between the first and second 
iteration corresponding to feedback constants of 0.0 and 
0.5 respectively. This shows that the optimum value of 
feedback constant is between 0.0 eind 0.5 and the optimisa
tion is repeated as CG2 in Table 4.5 with a shorter step 
length of 0.1.

Four further iterations are now necessary to locate the 
required value of gain constant as being between 0.0 and 
0.0146. In the third optimisation, CG3 of Table 4.5, the 
step length is further reduced to 0.001 and the required 
minimum value of performance index is located by three 
further iterations to give the feedback constemt as being 
between 0,0116 and 0.0136. The total number of iterations 
is now seven at 13s of CPU time per iteration and the 
corresponding performance index has a value of 3*59242.

This process can, if necessary, be further repeated by 
successive reductions in the step length. However, the 
corresponding value of this feedback constant, obtained 
using the quadratic approximation, is shown as control Q3 
of Table 4.2 as 0.0118 with a corresponding performance 
index of 3 *5602, which was obtained after 18 iterations 
at 8s of CPU time per iteration*

Use of the cubic approximation produces a faster rate of 
convergence when the local minimum is known to lie within 
a specific rsuage. However, the choice of step length used 
is critical and must be chosen from an initial estimate,
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4,6 Theoretical Results of Optimisation Studies

4.6.1 Transient Response Curves

The results of the optimisation studies given in the
previous section have been applied to give the field
voltage, load single and terminal voltage transient
response curves of the single machine system with one
additional signal fed into the excitation system. A full
range of operating conditions has been investigated with
different fault durations with the results obtained
using the seventh order nonlinear machine model. Typical
results are given in Pig. 4.5 and 4.6 for a fault duration
of 0.22s with results plotted for 5»0s. The high
frequency components on the terminal voltage cui^es.
Fig. 4.5b and 4.6b, do not appear clearly on this time
scale and have, therefore, been erased from the plots.
Figure 4.5 shows the results obtained for feedback of
either transient electrical power, AP^, or transient
velocity. Aw, while Fig. 4.6 shows the corresponding
results for feedback of either transient load angle S ̂

2or acceleration p S. The result obtained using terminal 
voltage feedback acting alone has been included in both 
Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 for comparison purposes.

The input control law is shown as the field voltage 
response curves of Figs, 4.5c and 4.6c and clearly shows 
the effect of the additional single feedback signal in 
forcing the field voltage away from its positive ceiling
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value earlier than that obtained with terminal voltage 
feedback acting alone. In all cases, except that of Aw 
feedback, there is a short excursion into negative field 
voltage. The rapid decrease in field voltage and its 
subsequent reversal are, of course, only possible with the 
modern excitation system described in Fig. 4.4 and are 
not possible with existing rotating diode excitation 
systems.

Inspection of the load angle curves of Figs. 4.5a and 4.6a
show that, in all cases, when one extra control signal is
fed back into the excitation system, an improvement in
the damping in rotor oscillations after the first peak, is
obtained. Since all the excitation controllers considered
force the excitation to the same positive ceiling value
they all give the well established result of the same
value in the first peak in rotor angle. However* the
load angle response curve obtained with Aw feedback is
clearly inferior to that obtained with any one of the
other three extra feedback signals, although the
corresponding value of the feedback constent was obtained
from an optimisation study. This particular point wiïT
be borne out by the corresponding sensitivity studies to

2be discussed later. The results obtained with either p s 
or AP^ feedback are, of course, very similar, since 
governor action has been neglected in this study. The 
result obtained for AS feedback is better than that
obtained for Aw feedback but inferior to those obtained

2for either p S or AP^ feedback.
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Because the prime object of feedback of terminal voltage 
alone is to regulate terminal voltage, the terminal 
voltage response curves of Pig, 4,5b and 4,6b confirm this
fact. However, the terminal voltage responses obtained

2with feedback of either AP^ or p 6 are very acceptable. 
Some further deterioration in terminal voltage response 
with AS feedback is shown by Fig. 4.6b while the 
corresponding response with Aw feedback shown in Fig. 4.5b 
is probably unacceptable.

Corresponding results obtained for a fault duration of 
0.14s confirmed the general points made above for the 
0 .22s fault duration time.

4.6.2 Sensitivity Curves

A study of the variation in the value of the given 
performance index with changes in the feedback gains 
from their calculated nominal values, for all four systems 
under consideration, is shown in Fig. 4.7, which also 
includes the value of the performance index with feedback 
of terminal voltage acting alone. It can be seen from 
Fig. 4.7 that, although the value of the performance 
index obtained with Aw feedback remains effectively 
constant for large changes in the corresponding feedback 
constant from its nominal value, the actual value of the 
performance index is very close to the value obtained 
without extra feedback. In these circumstances. Fig. 4.7 
indicates that Aw feedback is not very effective and 
confirms the results given in Fig. 4.5. The minimum
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value of performance index obtained with AS feedback is
2close to those obtained with either p S or AP^ feedback. 

However, it is clearly shown in Fig. 4.7 that the system 
with AS feedback is, in fact, highly sensitive to chsuiges 
in the feedback constant, particularly when a increase in 
the value of this constaint is introduced. This effect is 
confirmed by Fig. 4.8, which shows the effect of a 20^ 
decrease and a 5^ increase in the feedback constant 
associated with AS, on the transient rotor angle sensiti
vity curve and the corresponding rotor angle response
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curve. The sensitivity curves are divergent with time 
such that a small parameter variation can, eventually, 
have a very significant effect on the system, a result 
confirmed by the rotor angle responses of Fig, 4,8b,
This very important information can be disguised in the 
transient response curves and this fact is confirmed by 
the result obtained with the nominal value of feedback 
constant, K^, shown as curve (l) in Fig, 4,8, It can be 
concluded that in any optimal study involving feedback of 
one extra signal, sensitivity curves must play an 
important part in the synthesis of a given system.

Figure 4,7 also shows that the variation in performance
index with changes in the feedback constant is veiTy

2similar for both p S and feedback. Both feedback
systems are quite insensitive to relatively large changes
in the feedback constant aind this result is confirmed for
the particular case of AP^ feedback by the sensitivity
curves shown in Fig, 4,9* The three curves of Fig, 4,9
are shown for terminal voltage feedback alone, for the
nominal value, K , of the feedback constant with APo e
feedback incorporated and for a 50?̂ increase in the value 
of that feedback constant. Figure 4,9a gives the 
corresponding rotor angle sensitivity curves and clearly 
shows that the system angle response is quite insensitive 
to the large change in feedback constant. The corres
ponding curves for terminal voltage sensitivity and 
response are given in Figs, 4,9c and 4,9d respectively. 
Since the prime object of terminal voltage feedback
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acting alone is to control the terminal voltage, the 
corresponding terminal voltage, sensitivity and response 
curves, shown as curve (l) in Figs, 4,9c and d confirm 
this point. However, inspection of the sensitivity curves 
of Fig, 4,9c shows that the use of feedback maintains
a high degree of terminal voltage insensitivity to a 
large change in the associated feedback constant,

2Corresponding curves obtained for feedback of p S 
confirmed that the same general trends in system perfor
mance and sensitivity as those obtained for AP^ feedback 
did, in fact, exist,

A final comparison of the sensitivity of the load angle 
response for all four feedback systems is given in 
Table 4,6 which shows the comparative sensitivity S as 
the integral of the logarithmic sensitivity function, 
integrated over 5,0s with a standard fault condition and 
a fault duration of 0,14s, The corresponding value of

Feedback
Signal

Integral of logarithmic 
sensitivity function

Value 
of PI

AS 0,0286 0,86654
Aw 0,00166 1.24224
p"s 0,00232 0.84662

0.00245 0,84273

Table 4,6 Comparison of load angle sensitivities

performance index must be included if sensible comparisons 
are to be made. Larger values of the sensitivity
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function S are inherently associated with reductions in 
system stability and larger values of the performance 
index obviously reduce the effectiveness of the presence 
of the extra feedback signal. Although the use of Aw 
feedback results in the lowest value of the logarithmic 
sensitivity function in Table 4.6, it also results in the 
highest value of the performance index. Feedback of AS 
produces a high value of the sensitivity S with a
reasonable value for the perfoimance index. Both AP^ and
2p S feedback result in acceptable values for both 

sensitivity and performance index.

4,7 Discussion of Results

The method of single variable optimisation, based on a 
nonlinear mathematical model of a single-machine power 
system, has been successfully applied to the problem of 
the synthesis of a suboptimal excitation controller for a 
turbogenerator. Such a controller incorporates feedback 
of only one extra control signal, in additional to 
conventional terminal voltage feedback and the optimisation 
technique has been applied as a powerful method used to 
synthesise a control law based on the existence of a 
given single system state, available for feedback purposes. 
Many such signals have, in the past, been proposed for 
such a'purpose and the use of four such signals has been 
fully investigated.

An application of dynamic sensitivity methods has brought
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out several interesting phenomena about the relative 
suitability of these four particular signals. It is 
suggested that the extra information obtained by the use 
of sensitivity methods, which is obtained at a relatively 
low cost in extra computation, should always be used to 
assess the suitability of a particular feedback signal,

Ifhen the extra signal was taken as the change in the load 
angle during the disturbance, the corresponding output 
responses were found to be highly sensitive to parameter 
change s,

The relatively poor damping in oscillations in both the 
load angle and terminal voltage responses, obtained with 
transient rotor velocity feedback, were unacceptable and 
confirm the well established fact that phase compensation 
should be used with this signal.

Since governor action has been neglected, the system 
responses with feedback of either acceleration or transient 
electrical power are very similar. Both produced 
satisfactory transient responses and both are highly 
insensitive to parameter changes, However, in practice, 
transient electrical power can more readily be obtained 
as a control signal.
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CHAPTER 5 OPTIMISATION OF EXCITATION CONTROL USING
CLASSICAL BODE TECHNIQUES

5*1 Introduction

The classical methods of analysis, synthesis, and design 
of closed-loop control systems originated by Nyquist,
Bode, Evans and many others, were originally developed at 
times when many arithmetical calculations were made by 
hand. Such methods have two basic functions. The first 
and more important function is to provide insight into 
the design procedure, particularly in cases where an 
adequate design may not exist, let alone be unique. The 
second function was to provide simple and, usually, 
approximate methods of analysis by the use of correlations 
between time-, frequency— and s—domain system responses. 
Although the advent of large digital computers tends to 
make the second function obsolete, it cannot fulfil the 
basic design function required. However, the development 
of powerful interactive graphics facilities now allows the 
system designer to interact effectively with the digital 
computer.

During the last decade, the design of an excitation 
control system for an a.c. turbogenerator has attracted
much attention. Analyses of such a system have been

■

performed, which are based on small disturbance system
77 78behaviour using Routh's criterion , the Nyquist plots ,

79 80 81Root-locus diagrams * , phase plane techniques and
82synchronising torque concepts . Design techniques such
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8 b 84as pole-zero cancellation , root contour methods and
multi-variable frequency response methods^^*^^ have all
been applied to the problem. However, in order to
determine the general applicability of these synthesised
compensators, the system behaviour when subjected to a
large disturbance should also be assessed, together with
an investigation of the usefulness of the given
compensator for different sets of system parameters and

87operating conditions. In a recent publication , which is 
a result of the previous chapter, examples of the 
syntheses of various stabilisers based on nonlinear 
optimisation have been demonstrated but no attempt has 
been made to complete the excitation control design.
Such a method of synthesis can sometimes be used as an 
ingradient of design but has limited power by itself.

The general open-ended design technique to be described 
is based on an application of Bode techniques to obtain 
a suitable basic form of compensation with accurate 
values determined precisely by nonlinear optimisation 
techniques carried out on an interactive graphics terminal.

5*2 System Configuration

The system under study consists of a single machine 
connected to an infinite busbar through a step-up transformer 
and a double circuit transmission line in the general 
manner described by Fig. 4.4. A set of seventh order 
derived voltage equations is used to represent the system 
during the nonlinear optimisation study. Simplified third
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order equations obtained by neglecting the decay of stator 
flux linkages and the presence of damper windings foirni 
the basis for Bode design. The system performance has 
been assessed for a large disturbance in the fcrm of a 
symmetrical 3-phase short circuit, at the high-voltage 
terminals of the transformer, of set duration with system 
initial conditions of 0.85p.u. power, unity power factor 
at the busbar and I.Op.u. terminal voltage. Only 
excitation control is considered with the mechanical input 
power assumed to be constant.

3.3 The Basic Design Method

3 .3.1 General

In an initial attempt to establish the relative influences 
of the various feedback paths on the model of an 
uncontrolled synchronous machine, a classical control 
approach based on the concepts of Bode techniques has 
been used. This is made possible with the aid of signal- 
flow graph representation of the linearised third order 
machine differential equations with all the system 
resistances being neglected. The system initial conditions 
corresponding to the specified operating conditions are

= 0.95415 p.u.
= 1.21721 rad.

V, = 0.83243 p.u.do
v^^ = 0.55414 p.u.
ido = 0.83573 p.u.
i^^ = 0.30847 p.u.
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5.3*2 System Equations Manipulation

The set of equations representing the nonlinear third 
order model of the machine system which neglects system 
resistances can be obtained from equations in section 3*2 
in the general form;

De ** q = (^f - (=d-=d')ld - *q')/Tdo' (5.1)

ps = y (5.2)

pÿ (Tm - Te - Kd//Wo)/M (5.3)

0 ^d - =qlq (5.4)

e *q = "q + =d'id (5.5)

VbSinS - X^iq (5.6)

Vq = V.cosS + X.i, b t d (5.7)

= /(^d^ + (5.8)

^d^d ^q^q (5.9)

By applying the theory of small perturbations to the
above set Of equations, the following linearised equations
are obtained: \

p(AGq') = (AVf - (=d-=d')Aid - ASq')/Tdo' (5.10)

p (a s ) = Aÿ (5.11)

P(AY) = - AT^ - K^Ay/w^)/M (5.12)

A^d/=q (5.13)

(Ae^« - AVq)/x^' (5.14)

in



Vbcoss AS
Av = V c o s A S  - X.Ai_ =   (5.15)d  b o t q 1 + X /x
Av = -V, sinS AS + X.Ai, (5,16)q D O  t u

= ( ^ d o A ^ d  + ^ q o A ^ q ) /  ''to 

4 T e  =  ^ d o A i d  +  i d q A ^ d  +  ^ ^ q o ^ ^ q  +  ^ q o ^ ’̂ q  ( 5 . 1 8 )

where suffix o represents initial condition before the 
disturbance and prefix A shows the change in the system 
parameters during the disturbance. If, for example, the 
mechanical torque is assumed to be constant during the 
disturbance, it follows that the term AT^ in eqn. 5.12 
is zero.

This set of equations can then be Laplace transformed, 
and, with minor rearrangements, cen be represented by 
the following finalised form;

X -X * 1
Ae • = ----— 2 - Ai + ------ AV (5.19)

^ 1+T, 's ^ 1+T, 'do do
AS = (5 .20)

AY = n s A j .  (A?m - A T J  (5-21)d o
Av^ = V^cosS^AS - X^Aiq (5.^2)

AVq = -V^sinS^AS + X^Ai^ (5.23)

AV
V, V, cosS b / do

t = v T  (lVx7 /x"° - V ® “ ^o>AS + XtTqo/VtoAidto t' q ^
(5.24)

A T e  =  ^ d o A i d  +  ^ d o A ^ d  +  ^ q o A i q  +  ^ q o A ^ q  ( 5 - 2 5 )

Equation 5.24 has been obtained by substituting eqns.
5.15 and 5.16 into eqn. 5 .17.
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Since the main object of excitation control is to 
maintain the terminal voltage within specified limits for 
a vide range of steady operating conditions, a high 
forward path gain is required and the typical form of the 
excitation system is illustrated in Fig, 4,4, such that, 
by simple block diagram manipulation

K (1+sT )
“ (1+sT )(?+sT ) + sK K (5 .26)V g/ V s / g s

with, typically, = 200, = 0 ,035, = 0.5,
0.5 $ $ 2 . 0 ,  The saturation effect of the excitation 
system described in section 3.4 should be noted.

5 .3.3 Signal-Flow Graph Representation

The corresponding signal-flow graph representation of 
eqns, 5.19-5.25 is given in Fig. 5.1. For simplicity in 
presentation, both the à prefix and the do* suffix for 
the time constant have been deleted in this and all the 
following signal-flow graphs.

The basic flow diagram can be simplified by standard 
signal-flow graph manipulations as demonstrated in " 
Appendix A5. The resulting flow diagram is given in 
Fig. 5 .2 , where

1
G(s) =-- 5-------  (5 .27)

Ms + K,/w s d o

' X + b o qo
^ * (5.28)
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the values of system parameters listed in Appendix A2 
and the given initial conditions of section 5.3.1 are 
substituted into the transmittances of Fig. 5.2, the 
following simplified diagram of Fig. 5.3 is obtained.

- 1

0.913

36(1+0 .5s)
)(l+s/32)(1+8s)B=- -1in

-K

0.144=D

Fig. 5.3 Simplified signal-flow graph

5 .3.4 Feedback of Direct-Axis Current

It can immediately be seen from Fig. 5.3 that the system 
quantity, direct-axis current i^, is at the * crossroad* 
of all transmittances to the electrical torque T^, except 
the frequency-independent path from S to T^. It can 
readily be seen later from the log modulus plots that at
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the operating conditions considered, is negligible 
compared with the transmittance via i^, which is called 
H2(s ).

Any feedback to the input of the system must suffer
a phase shift introduced by the presence of the transfer
function E ( s ) of the excitation system as well as that

introduced by the presence of the time constant T. One
obvious way to reduce these lags is to close the loop
from i , to V.• d 1

5 .3.5 Bode Design

For simplicity in representation, only the asymptotic 
approximations are shown in the log modulus plots.
Consider the overall transfer function characteristic
from S to i _, whered

-d = 7 ^ ^  (5 .29)

Using the Bode techniques described in section 2.7, log 
modulus plots of |A+BC) and ll+BDl are easily derived as 
shown in Fig. 5.4. The division process of |(A+BC)/(1+BD)| 
is seen to be approximately, as [BC/BDI before 0 .67rad/s, 
and, as |A| after 0.67rad/s. The resulting log modulus 
of i^/s is a flat straight line to a close approximation.

Suppose a negative feedback path with a fixed gain K 
from i^ to is introduced, which is equivalent to a 
positive feedback path from i^ to V^, the new trainsmittance
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from i , to V. becomes d t

D» = D + K (5 .30)

In the particular case when K=0.3> the resulting log 
modulus diagram is modified with the transmittance D 
being replaced by D* as indicated in Pig. 5.4. This 
modification does not qualify for calculation, and is 
adopted here only for the ease of manipulation of 
transfer functions.

Figure 5.5 shows the log magnitude characteristic of
&/T^. For the a.v.r. system, the transmittance A from
S to i^ is approximately a frequency independent constant
value of 1.6 as indicated in Fig. 5.4. Since is the
transmittance from S to T via i ,, for a.v.r. ise d 6
simply given as

Hg = 1.6 x 0.913 (5 .31)

at all frequencies. Similarly, with proportional i^ 
feedback, the modified becomes

i ,
Hg'fs) = -^(D') X 0.913 (5 .32)

The log magnitude plots corresponding to |g (j w )|,
|i/H.j| , |i/h ^| and are given in Fig. 5.5.
Although there are in fact two feedback paths H.| and 

in this simplified system, it is apparent from an 
inspection of Fig. 5.5 that the system is dominated by 
the feedback path such that, by application of simple 
Bode techniques, the closed-loop system has a resonant
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pole pair at w = 7•5rad/s• For the a.v.r, system, the 
flat characteristic of does not give any additional 
damping other than the natural mechanical damping K^. 
With the closure of the loop round i^ to V^, almost all 
the damping comes from the phase advance of H „ ’(jw),

One obvious way to increase system damping is to increase 
the i^ feedback gain constant K to a value such that, 
the phase advance zero of 1/H^'(jw) is now at the 
resonant frequency, giving 509  ̂ of critical damping, 
indicated as |l/H^(jw)| in Fig. 5*5« However, this 
increase in the gain constant will probably reduce the 
total outer loop gain at low frequencies to such a value 
that the primary voltage control will be severely 
degraded. Furthermore, the neglected frequency-independent 
feedback path of has to be taken into account when 
the gain constant K is being pushed up.

At this stage, the classical design approach seems to 
clearly indicate that the use of feedback of the direct- 
axis current into the excitation system with a suitable 
value of gain constant could improve the transient  ̂

response in the operating load angle without deteriorating 
the terminal voltage response. This classical approach 
has been used as a design method to show which system 
quantities could be used to improve the total system 
performance. The resulting synthesis to obtain 
appropriate values for the feedback constant K, and the 
subsequent sensitivity studies of the system may
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therefore be performed using a more elaborate simulation 
of the nonlinear system model in conjunction with some 
form of optimal control method.

5.^ Nonlinear Single Variable Optimisation

5.^.1 General

Nonlinear single variable optimisation using both 
quadratic and cubic approximation algorithms have been 
described in the previous chapter. A search procedure 
making use of both algorithms has been adopted here as 
shown in the flow chart of Fig. ^ .6. In this way, a 
local optimum can be guranteed without a deliberate 
initial choice of step length and accuracy specification.

In the present study, the extra feedback signal of 
Fig. k , k  is defined as

= E Aij (5.33)

where K is the optimising parameter and Ai^ is the change
in the proposed feedback signal, the direct-axis curreht.
The performance index is defined as

T A
1 = J  (A, A V /  + (5.34)

O

where is the machine terminal voltage, S is the 
operating load angle. Weighting factors A^ and A^ have 
been chosen to be 1 and 5 respectively with the integral
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of eqn, 3*3^ evaluated over 3*3s in attempts to find the 
optimised value of the parameter K of eqn. 3.33* The 
convergence criterion has been assumed to be satisfied 
when |k (last)-K(current)I< 0,001, the specified accuracy 
6.

start

read in datas step length h 
accuracy 6 .
initial K

apply quadratic approximation algorithm

apply cubic approximation algorithm

/  is Nv 
gradi ent 

small
no

yes

plot response curves 
N. at optimum /

Fig, 3*6 Flow chart for optimisation studies
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3.4.2 Optimisation Studies

It has previously been noted in Chapter 4 that step 
length is critical in the cubic approximation while the 
quadratic approximation may miss a local minimum. 
However, use of the flow chart as shown in Fig. 3*6 will 
safeguard against such discrepancies. A demonstrative 
example is listed in detail in Table 3*1 to show the 
procedure.

Control
Number

Step
Length

Iteration
Count

Feedback
Gain

Gradient
Value

Value 
of PI

Qll 0.3 1 0.0 / 4.7107
9 -0.3322 / 3.5169

C12 0.01 1 -0.3322 -0.00726 3.5169
2 -0.3422 0.6499 3.5439

C13 0.001 1 -0.3432 0.62 3.5423
2 -0.346 0.047 3.5171

Table 3.1 Optimisation studies with Tg=0.3* fault 
duration=0,22s

The computational time for the quadratic approximation is 
about 8s CPU time per iteration on the PDP10 computer at 
ÜMIST and 13s for the gradient optimisation. The total 
CPU time for Table 3.1 is about 2min and the local minimum 
has been exactly located to lie between -0.346 and —0 .3322, 
the values arrived at the eleventh and the last iteration 
respectively,
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Control
Number "'s Fault

duration

Value 
of PI 
(K=0)

Final
Gain

Gradient
Value

Total
Iteration
Count

Value 
of PI

QC2 1 0.22 4w 3366 -.313 -.0062 10 3.4423
QC3 1 0.14 K2111 -.346 .1432 13 .8383
QC4 2 0.14 1.2483 -.309 — .0116 17 .8102

Table 5*2 Optimisation studies with defferent T^ and fault 
durations

Table 3 «2 listed above shows the result of the optimisation 
studies when the machine is subjected to different fault 
durations and different excitation system stabilising 
feedback time constants T^. The step length, h, for each 
of the initial quadratic approximation optimisation is 
fixed to be 0.3* This is then appropriately adjusted for 
the subsequent cubic approximation optimisation. An 
optimum is arrived at the point where the gradient is 
finally reduced to near zero.

One general conclusion can be made from the results of 
Tables 3*1 and 3*2. Although there are differences in 
the fault durations applied and system parameters, the 
order of magnitude of the optimum feedback gains is not 
changed. This suggests that the proposed feedback control 
system will not be sensitive to these variations.

It is interesting to note that feedback of KAi^ is 
equivalent to feedback of Kf(AS,Ae^*). From the manipula
tion of the signal-flow graph as shown in Appendix a6, it 
can be found that

K A i ,  = K Ae '/(x,*+X.) + K AS V, sinS^/( x , »+X, ) d q ^ ' d  t' b o '  d t
(5.35)
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Burrows and Daniels^^ suggested feedback combination of

- 0.564 Ae^* - 0.4613 AS 

which is roughly equivalent to feedback of - 0.34 Ai^.

5.4.3 Transient Response and Sensitivity Curves

The results of the optimisation studies given in the 
previous section have been applied to give the field 
voltage, load angle and terminal voltage transient 
response curves of the single—machine system with transient 
direct-axis current as the additional signal fed into the 
excitation system. A full range of operating conditions 
has been investigated with the results obtained using the 
seventh order nonlinear machine model. Typical results 
are given in Figs. 5*7 and 5.8 for fault durations of 0.14s 
and 0.22s respectively with results plotted for 5s.
Cuive (2 ) of both figures show the results obtained for 
feedback of Ai^ with nominal gain values. Curve (3 ) of 
Fig. 5.7 corresponds to a 309̂  increase while cturve (3 ) of 
Fig. 5.8 corresponds to a 309̂  decrease in the value of the•V
nominal gain constant. The results obtained using 
terminal voltage feedback acting alone has been included 
in both figures for comparison purposes.

The input control law is shown as the field voltage 
response curves of Figs. 5.7c and 5.8c and clearly shows 
the effect of the additional single feedback signal in 
forcing the field voltage away from its positive ceiling 
value earlier than that obtained with terminal voltage
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feedback acting alone. In all cases, except curve (3 ) of 
Fig. 3 .8c where the feedback gain constant is 30^ less 
than the nominal value, there is a short excursion into 
negative field voltage. The rapid decrease in field 
voltage and its subsequent reversal are, of course, only- 
possible with the modern thyristor excitation systems and 
are not possible with rotating diode excitation systems.

Inspection of the load angle curves of Figs. 5•7a and 5*8a 
showsthat, in all cases, when the extra control signal is 
fed back into the excitation system, an improvement in 
the damping in rotor oscillations after the first peak, is 
obtained. Since all the excitation controllers considered 
force the excitation to the same positive ceiling value, 
they all give the same value in the first peak in rotor 
angle.

Because the prime object of feedback of terminal voltage 
alone is to regulate terminal voltage, the terminal 
voltage response curves of Fig. 3.7b and 5»8b confirm this 
fact. However, the terminal voltage responses obtained 
with feedback of Ai^ are very acceptable. ^

A study of the variation in the value of the given
performance index with the feedback gains is shown in
Fig. 3 «9* The value of the performance index with feedback 

%

of terminal voltage acting alone is wh®n the gain constant 
K is zero on the curve. It can be seen that the feedback 
system is quite insensitive to changes in the feedback 
constant and this result is confirmed by the sensitivity
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cnirves shown in Pigs, 5*7 and 5*8, Figures 5*7d and 5*8d 
give the rotor angle sensitivity curves, and clearly show 
that the system angle response is quite insensitive to the 
large change in feedback constant. The corresponding 
curves shown in Figs, 5*7a and 5.8a confirm this fact. 
Corresponding curves for terminal voltage sensitivity and 
response are given in Figs. 5.7c, 3*7©» 5.8c and 5.8e. 
Because the prime object of terminal voltage feedback 
acting alone is to control the terminal voltage, the 
corresponding terminal voltage sensitivity and response 
curves, shown as curve (1) in the above-mentioned figures 
confirm this point.

3-1

—. —.— .—,
Feedback gain constant

Fig. 5.9 Variation of performance index with change in 
feedback gain
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3.5 Discussion of Results

The open-ended design/synthesis approach, based on Bode 
techniques and nonlinear single variable optimisation, has 
been successfully applied to the problem of excitation 
controller for an a.c. turbogenerator• Such a controller 
incorporates feedback of only one extra control signal, in 
addition to the conventional terminal voltage feedback.
This particular stabilising signal, the direct-axis current, 
has not been used in the past as a single-state excitation 
feedback controller.

A previous investigation using nonlinear multi-variable 
optimisation technique involves the combination of 
feedback signals of voltage behind transient reactance, e^*, 
and load angle, 8• That powerful gradient technique does 
indeed suggest feedback of the highly disguised direct-axis 
current signal, i^, through some algebraic manipulations. 
The choice of such a signal amongst all the possible system 
states has become obvious when signal-flow graphs and Bode 
techniques are used in this design exercise.

The transient response curves of the feedback system 
suggest that this new stabilising feedback controller can 
lead to an improvement in the response of the power system 
when subjected to a large disturbance. The sensitivity 
functions of the system states, which are generated as a 
by-product of the synthesis program, can give extra useful 
infoimation. When the feedback system has been optimised, 
the corresponding output responses were found to be highly 
insensitive to parameter changes.
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CHAPTER 6 EXPERIMENTAI. STUDIES

6,1 Introduction

This chapter describes the experimental results using 
various control laws o f the form discussed in Chapters 4 
and 3* It is preferable to be able to implement optimal 
controllers obtained by theoretical studies on a real 
machine system, and a small laboratory model system or so- 
called micromachine system has been developed for this 
purpose.

The microalternator and transmission line system has its 
per unit quantities scaled to closely resemble those of 
the Pembroke power station, which is a large capacity 
generating complex, situated remote from the grid system. 
Thus , it represents the classical situation of a generator, 
long transmission line, infinite busbar problem, often used 
in transient stability analysis.

Past research has concentrated on the improvement of
transient stability by the use of excitation control, and,
in particular, the use of multi-state feedback techniques

74.73has been fully investigated ’ . In the present study,
however, the proposed controller has been incorporating 
only one extra feedback signal into the excitation system 
in addition to the normal terminal voltage feedback signal. 
These extra feedback signals are

(a) the change in operating load angle AS,
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(b) the change in rotor velocity from synchronous speed,Aw,
(c) the rotor acceleration p 5,
(d) the transient electrical output power A a n d
(e) the transient direct-axis current Ai^*

The first four signals have all previously been used by 
various authors* The transient direct-axis current 
controller is the result of the design exercise of Chapter 5> 
and such a controller has not been used in the past. The 
transduced feedback signals have all been generated 
digitally such that the noise problem is reduced.

All the experiments have been performed using a constant 
torque drive to simulate the steam turbine, which was 
assumed to contribute little to the transient stability 
problem in the present study.

6,2 Laboratory Micromachine System

In order to realise an excitation controller of the state 
feedback form, and to facilitate suitable comparison of 
different schemes, it is vital to have an efficient data 
collection and storage system. Previous attempts at 
purely analogue methods failed, in a control sense, due to

88noise problems. Only when digital methods were implemented
was it possible to provide relatively noise free state
feedback, and efficient data collection. The micromachine 

89system and the more recent digital excitation control 
88schemes at the University of Bath have been fully 

documented elsewhere. Therefore, only a brief summary
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of the control system is given below.

The block diagram of the digital system is shown in 
Fig, 6,1^^, The philosophy of the system is to use the 
power of the PDPll/20 minicomputer as the interface 
between the operator and control system, as a data logger, 
and also as a floating point arithmetic unit for the 18080 
microprocessor. The necessary control laws are generated 
within the remote minicomputer system and transmitted to 
the microprocessor in digital foim, through 30m of multi- 
core cable, where they are decoded into a fonn suitable for 
the input to the main transistor d.c.—coupled linear power 
amplifier supplying the excitation system. The whole 
system operates in a real-time mode, and allows data 
acquisition under both steady and transient operating 
conditions, with the relevant system states obtained using 
dedicated transducers. The particular transducer used to
obtain signals corresponding to the change in angle AS,

2the change in rotor speed Aw, and the acceleration p S, 
has been described in Reference 88, The transient 
electrical power signal AP^ has been obtained using a 
standard electronic multiplier circuit with its inputs as 
all the 3-phase system voltages and currents. The direct- 
axis current, which is obtained from a Hall—effect 
multiplier, has also been described in Reference 88,

Test data may be optionally overwritten or directed to 
magnetic disc storage. Such data stored on the computer 
system is then available for subsequent off-line plotting 
and inspection. The microprocessor is responsible for
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data collection from the raicromachine transducers, eind for 
processing the data prior to sending a complete package of 
data to the PDPll/20,

6,3 Validity of Model

The accuracy of various mathematical models of an a,c,
turbogenerator used in theoretical studies has been the

91object of much discussion over the past decade . In 
deriving suitable feedback gains for optimised performance, 
the validity of a particular model must influence which 
feedback system is used. Systems with high sensitivity to 
changes in the feedback constant should be treated with 
caution, since the actual optimised value of the feedback 
constant is itself dependent on the chosen form of 
mathematical model and the parameter values used in that 
particular model.

The problem is probably even more pronounced with 
laboratory-scale experimental studies using micromachines. 
Values for the micromachine parameters do, of course, 
exist, but to the best knowledge of the author, the 
accuracy of these parameters has not been firmly 
established. In these circumstances, because the accuracy 
of a comparison between theoretical results with experi
mental results depends on the, parameter values used in 
the theoretical studies, it should only be used to confirm 
trends in changes in system performance obtained with 
different extra feedback signals. In particular,
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configurations involving AS feedback, which, are highly 
sensitive to changes in the optimised value of the 
feedback constant, and, therefore, by definition, sensitive 
to the accuracy of the machine parameters, will only be 
examined to confirm this fact. However, a more meaningful 
comparison between theoretical and experimental results 
can be made when the introduction of an extra feedback 
signal, such as A or Ai^ feedback, has been shown to 
have low sensitivity to parameter changes.

6.4 Experimental Results

The results of a typical experimental study with a fault 
duration of 0.22s, incorporating additional feedback of 
either transient electrical power A o r  transient load 
angle AS» are given in Fig. 6.2, which also shows the 
results obtained using terminal voltage feedback acting 
alone. The expected significant improvement in 
subsequent damping in rotor oscillations introduced by AP^ 
feedback is clearly shown in Fig. 6.2a. The high 
sensitivity introduced by the use of AS feedback is shqwn 
in the input field voltage response of Fig. 6.2c. The 
output response of load angle is shown in Fig. 6.2a, and 
the terminal voltage response is shown in Fig. 6.2b.

These experimental results clearly confirm the expected
trends in the change of system transient behaviour in the
presence of one extra feedback signal into the excitation

2system. Corresponding results obtained with either p S 
or Aw feedback showed the same trends as those produced by
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theoretical studies. Similar conclusions can be drawn 
from the results obtained for a fault duration of 0.l4s.

The design/synthesis approach to the optimisation of 
excitation control system in Chapter 5 suggests that the 
suboptimal control law obtained with transient direct-axis 
current feedback can improve system transient performance. 
Inspection of the output response curves for transient 
rotor angle and terminal voltage, shown in Figs, 6,3a and 
6,3b respectively, confirms the usefulness of the proposed 
suboptimal excitation controller in improving transient 
response over that obtained using feedback of terminal 
voltage acting alone. Figure 6,3 also shows the results 
correspond to a 30/o increase in the nominal Ai^ feedback 
constant. In all cases investigated, the suboptimal 
controller produced improvements in damping of rotor-angle 
oscillations without introducing a significant modification 
in terminal-VOItage response

6,3 Sensitivity Studies

It has been suggested in the previous chapters that theT 
suboptimal control law obtained with a feedback of one 
extra system state can remain near optimum for a change in 
system configuration. In particular, the results of 
Fig, 4,7 suggest that, with feedback of AP^, the value of 
the performance index and therefore the transient response, 
remains near optimal for relatively large changes in the 
value of the optimised feedback constant from its nominal 
value. This result has been confirmed experimentally, and
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is illustrated by tbe curves shovn in Fig, 6.4, in which 
cui^e (l) is that obtained with the nominal feedback 
constant. Curve (2) corresponds to a 30^ increase and 
curve (3) corresponds to a 30 ô decrease in the value of 
this feedback constant. Inspection of the angle eind 
terminal voltage responses of Fig. 6.4 confirms that the 
system response remains close to optimal for these large 
changes in feedback constant, thereby confirming that the 
use of AP^ feedback results in a system that is relatively 
insensitive to machine parameter values. Similar 
conclusions can be drawn from the results using Ai^ feedback 
with the output response curves given in Fig, 6,3.

The final experimental results given in Pig, 6,3 were 
obtained for A f e e d b a c k  applied to the system with new 
operating conditions such that the tap changing has been 
used to produce steady-state initial operating conditions 
in the leading v,a,r, condition with an initial system 
load angle of 80°, Curve (l) in Fig 6,3 shows the 
response obtained when the value of the feedback constant 
obtained for the standard initial conditions of unity 
power factor at the busbar is used with the new initial 
conditions. Curve (2) in Fig. 6.3 corresponds to the 
presence of terminal voltage feedback acting alone. 
Inspection of Fig, 6,3 shows that the use of AP^ feedback 
has maintained a significant improvement in system 
performance for a large change in the initial operating 
conditions, thereby confirming the insensitivity of the 
response to changes in system configuration obtained with
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AP feedback. Similar conclusions can be drawn frome
experimental investigations conducted with either 
feedback or further changes in configuration such as values 
of fault duration and transfer impedance.

6,6 Discussion of Results

The experimental investigation has been performed on a 
real, although small, laboratory model, scaled on the 
Pembroke power station. In all cases, the trends in the 
system transient perfomiance predicted by theoretical 
studies, using one of five different feedback signals, 
have been confirmed experimentally. These experimental 
studies have also confirmed that the proposed suboptimal
control laws obtained for one set of operating conditions
remain near optimal for wide change in system parameters
or operating conditions.

Successful operation of such controllers require fast- 
acting excitation system capable of applying full reverse 
voltage to the generator field. Such a system is not

■s
generally available at the present time, and, indeed, the 
Pembroke power station, used for modelling purpose, has a 
rotating diode excitation system, which is not capable of 
producing reverse excitation. However, thyristor excita
tion controllers, incorporating the necessary facilities, 
are likely to be generally available in the near future.
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CHAPTER 7 CO-ORDINATED CONTROL STUDIES

7.1 Introduction

It has been shown in the previous chapters how excitation 
control can be employed to improve the system transient 
performance through an extra suboptimal state feedback 
control. In this chapter, the use of steam—flow control 
and combined excitation and steam—flow control to further 
improve the system transient performance are investigated.

Modern large turbines are now fitted with fast electro- 
hydradic governing systems and these too have a potential 
role in the enhancement of stability. In certain circums
tances, this could duplicate the role of a fast excitation 
system. However, in practice, there are limitation 
arising from the interceptor valve sequencing required for 
thermodynamic reasons, and the practical difficulties of
increasing the governor transient gain above defined 

21limits . In terms of first-swing performance for tran
sient faults, the technique known as fast valving caoi make

>
a significant contribution and is being provided on a 
large number of large machines. The future co-ordination 
of the governing and a.v.r. functions into a single 
controller is a desirable objective which would assist the 
improvement of stability by control means.

In recent years, some methods of optimal control theory 
have been applied to the design of excitation controllers 
and governing systems of synchronous generators'^ .
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Most of these studies were based on a linearised model of
92-94the power system about a particular operating point •

Optimal controls with respect to a quadratic performance 
index have been obtained by the solution of the matrix
Riccati equation, which involve feedback of all the state

92 93variables ’ , Suboptimal controls based on a linearised
model employing feedback of measurable output variables
through the solution of the Lyapunov matrix equation have

94been derived • Attempts have also been made to achieve
95optimal controls by some form of open-loop controls •

The majority of these papers describe theoretical studies, 
but a number of more recent experimental investigation has 
been undertaken^^*^^*^^.

Although the optimal and suboptimal controls derived 
using a linearised model produce optimum performance for 
small disturbance, these controls may not remain optimum 
under large disturbances because the linearised model is 
no longer valid under these conditions and the original 
nonlinear model must be used for the optimisation of system 
performance under large disturbance conditions. On the 
other hand, open-loop controls, though theoretically 
sound, are difficult to apply in practice. An open-loop 
control optimised with respect to a particular set of 
operating conditions and parameter values will not, in 
general, remain optimum or even near-optimum when system 
conditions and parameters are changed.

The main object of this investigation is to apply multi
variable nonlinear optimisation technique to the improve-
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ment of power system performance and to study the sensiti
vity characteristics of the system. These studies are 
made using the nonlinear machine model which is valid for 
all forms of disturbances, large or small. The optimum 
control investigated is a form of closed-loop linear state 
feedback which is amenable to practical implementation.

7.2 Multi-variable Optimisation Program

The optimisation program is illustrated by the flow chart 
as shown in Fig. 7*1• Machine data and initial operating 
conditions are read in, and the steady-state values of the 
state variables and auxiliary variables are determined.
The function minimisation subroutine is then called to 
minimise the chosen performance index. The multi-variable 
function minimisation subroutine used in this investigation 
is the Fortran version of the original Algol procedure 
based on the Quasi-Newton method of Gill, Murray and 
Pitfield^^.

The minimisation process consists of a systematic sequence 
of linear searches with the directions of search determined 
using the sensitivity functions of the performance index, 
which are evaluated by solving the sensitivity equations. 
The value of the performance index at each point is eva
luated by solving the system equations. During each linear 
search, polynomial interpolation is used to locate the 
minimum in that direction. Linear searches are continued 
until either the convergence criterion is satisfied or
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reduction in the performance index is not achieved in a 

certain direction. A local search is then performed to 

ensure that the point arrived at is not a saddle point.

If the local search fails to reduce the performance index 

further, the minimisation process is stopped and the 

response curves at the optimum are plotted. If the local 

search succeeds in reducing the performance index further, 

then the linear searches are continued if either the 

convergence criterion is not satisfied or the last linear 

search failed. Otherwise, the minimisation process is 

stopped and the optimum responses are plotted.

Since the problem under study is a nonlinear system, it is 

expected that there are more than one single local minimum 

in the region of practical interest in the parameter space. 

Optimisation results show that the local minimum actually 

arrived at during an optimisation run and the rate of 

convergence are influenced by the initial point chosen to 

start the function minimisation.

In practice, it is very difficult to device a performance 

index which represents precisely what is required of the 

system being designed. The design procedure adopted here 

is to make a few optimisation runs using a performance 

index which represents resonably well what is required of 

the system to obtain a few local optima. These optima are 

then compared in terms of system performance and system 

sensitivity. The one which is best suited to the require

ments is picked out. If required, the response of this 

optimum can be further shaped, to a certain extent, using 

the sensitivity informations.
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7.3 System Representation

7 .3.1 System Under Study

In this investigation, the single-machine system described 
in Chapter 3 is used. The schematic layout of the system, 
including the prime mover, has been shown in Fig, 3.1. 
Simplified models capable of representing the pertinent 
characteristics of the various parts are used to represent 
the system and the resulting block diagram representation 
is illustrated in Fig, 7.2. Both the excitation control 
system and the prime mover system are represented by 
second order models, with and T^ available at the input 
summing junctions for the extra feedback signals. The 
synchronous machine representation is described by the 
seventh order model,

7 .3.2 Optimisation Problem

The transient performance of the single-machine system is 
optimised by linear state feedback using the nonlinear  ̂
optimisation method. The signal in the excitation control 
system is a linear function of only one extra state variable, 
X ,  such that

Ax, (7.1)

and similarly, the extra feedback signal in the governing 
system is in the form of
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= Kg (7'2)

where Ax is the change in the proposed state feedback and 
are the optimising parameters.

Initially, the same performance index as used in Chapter 4 
was adopted, which is of the form

I = _f (A, A V /  + Ô 3 &  AS^)dt (7.3)

It was found however that the weighting factor placed on 
the initial rotor swing as given by the inverse time factor 
is so great that the control obtained gave large reduction 
in the initial swing but left the subsequent response 
rather sluggish. This form of performance index is 
suitable for the optimisation of the excitation system, 
because, as have been seen in the previous chapters, the 
improving of the suboptimal excitation control over the 
conventional a.v.r. on first swing stability is very 
limited. The optimisation program had little choice but 
to make as much improvement on the damping of subsequent 
oscillations as it could. This is no longer the case when 
steam-flow control is incorporated which makes improvement 
on the first swing stability possible. The optimisation 
program now tries to improve first swing stability and 
subsequent damping according to the weighting placed on 
them. In this circumstance, a new performance index was 
adopted which took the form 

T
I = J” ((AV^Z + A, AS^)(1 + Agtïjdt (7.4)

o
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The time factor is added to limit the terminal voltage 
and the rotor angle S deviations. It penalises any states 
fluctuation which takes a long time to die out, and thus 
tends to produce a rapid return to the steady state.
Although there is no inverse time factor in the rotor 
angle excursion, the squaring of the rotor angle excursion 
inherently puts more weight on the first swing. It is 
therefore, possible, by properly choosing the weighting 
factors and A^, to balance the weighting between 
terminal voltage recovery, first swing stability, subse
quent damping and speed of response.

In order to evaluate the contributions made by each of the 
excitation system, the governing system and the co
ordinated control, optimisation was carried out first for 
the combined excitation and steam-flow control and then 
the excitation and steam-flow control separately.

7 .3.3 Scaling for Optimisation

Scaling often has a significant influence on the performance
of optimisation methods. Probably the simple most fruitful
action a user can take to ensure success in solving his
problem is to scale the problem in a sensible manner.
Since the convergence tolereinces and other criteria are
necessarily based on an implicit definition of * small* and
* large*, problems with unusual or unbalanced scaling may
cause difficulties for some algorithms. In the light of

98the present state of the art , it is considered that
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sensible scaling by the user is likely to be more effective 

than any automatic routine.

One method of scaling is to trsinsform the variables from 

their original representation, which may reflect the 

physical nature of the problem, to variables that have 

certain desirable properties in terms of optimisation. It 

is generally helpful for the following conditions to be 

satisfied. Firstly, the variables are all of similar 

magnitude in the region of interest. Secondly, a fixed 

change in any of the variables results in similar changes 

in the performance index. Ideally, a unit change 

in any variable produces a unit change in the performance 

index. Normally, this transformation is limited to linear 

transformations of variables, although occasionally non

linear transformations are possible. The most common such 

transformation, and often the most appropriate, is of the 

form
^ e w  = ° Sold (7-5)

where D is a diagonal matrix with constant coefficients.

In the present investigation, the extra excitation feedback 

signal is scaled as

= K., Ax^/SCALEI (7.6)

while scaling for the additional feedback for the governing 

system is in the form of

h  - ^2 AXg/SCALE2 (7.7)
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where 1/SCALE1 and 1/SCALE2 are the diagonal elements of 
the diagonal matrix D, However, for analysing the sensi
tivity of the system, these scaling factors SCALE1 and 
SCALE2 should be put back to unity.

The solution of a given problem is unaltered if the 
objective function f(x) is multiplied by a positive 
constant, or if a constant value is added to f(x). It is 
generally preferable for the objective function to be of 
the order of unity in the region of interest; thus, if in 
the original formulation f(x) is always of the order of 
10*^(say), then the value of f(x) should be multiplied by 
10 ^ when evaluating the function within the optimisation 
routine.

7 .3.4 Derivation of Sensitivity Equations

The sensitivity equations are derived by differentiating 
the system equations with respect to the various feedback 
gain constants as illustrated in section 4.4.3. The 
differences being that the parameter E = K^, in turn 
and the effect of the prime mover has been taken into 
account as shown in the last two system differential 
equations given below. The system equations are as follws:

P V  = ' *d")/Tqo"

PSq' = (Vf - (=d-=d")ld - «q")/Tdo" (7.9)

PSq" = (Sq' - (=d'-=d")id " ®q" ‘ (^1(®q"-*d"^d)

+ Tẑ dfd - Vf)/̂ do')/̂ do" (7-10)
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ps = y (7.11)

py = (?m - Te - KddV)/M (7.12)

pVf = ((V^ - + V. - V^)K^ - Vf)/Tg (7.13)
= (KgP^f - 1^g)/Ts (7.14)

pi = ( + A, A £^)(1 + Agt) (7.15)

p^d = (P®q" - + (*t+Ra)Td)

+ w(e^" + (Xq"+Xt)iq))/(Xt+=d") (7.16)

p \ = (-P®d" + "(Sq" - (Xf+x^")i<j)

- "o(VbC°sS + (Rt+Ra)iq))/(Xt+=q") (7.17)

py = (Tmo - Tf - K^y - y)/T^ (7.18)

P^m (y - T„)/T^ (7.19)

The auxiliary equations are given by

= Ax^ (7.20)

Te Sd"ld + ®q"Tq - (=d"-=q")idiq (7.21)

V Tfo + Y (7.22)

^d = Vasins + Xfpi^/w^ + Rfi^ - wXtTq/^o (7.-23)

V q = V^cos 6 + XfPiq/Wo + ^t^q + (7.24)

= + ^q^) (7.25)

T.1 =
^ 2  4 ̂ 2 (7.26)

where K, , aa = Kd/*o-
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The sensitivity equations with respect to the feedback 
gain constants and are as follows:

0i 6e."
'•)_a ^ ) / T  " (7.27)
9k  9k  ‘1°p(— ) = ((x_-0K q

0 e^' 0V
P(—0K 0K

0 e^" 0 G! '
P(-- = (— ^0K 0K

+ TgX

(7.28)d d 9K do
9i, 9e " 9e " 9i,

0i 0V
1—  - Tkd— )/Tdo')/Tdo" (7.29)

p(— ) = (7.30)
0K OK

■ ‘S ' ■ ^  ■ ■‘“ E*''"
9v. 9v. 9v, 9v_ 9v„

p(-— ) = ((--—  +  ---- -— )k - -— )/t (7.32)9k 9k 9k 9k o aj. s
9V, 9V- 9v,

p( ) = (K p(--) - -— )/T (7.33)9k ® 9k 9k ®
p( — ) = 2.0( AV.---— + A,AS --)(l + A_t) (7 .34)
9k 9k 9k
0i, 0e ” gc 0i

0e," 0i
+ w(  + (x »'+X )--^)

0K ^ 0K

+ (*d" + (%t+=q")iq)g;^/(Xt+=d") (7-35)
,0i_ 0e 06 0i

=--(-P(---- ) - w (-V Sins —  + (R +R )—
ÔK 0K 0K 0K

+ w ( ^  _ (Xf+x^-)^) + (e " - (Xt+=d"));;)/(%t+=q")
0K 0K ^ oK

(7 .36)
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p(^) = (— ' - K aV
0K 9k ^0K

P( — ) = (Sz _ )/t .
0K 0K 0I{

where K = ,K^ in turn

(7.37)

(7.38)

0Vi 0X.
0K^
0Vi 0x- 

= %1—0Kg

!2e
0K

3®d".
0K ‘

The auxiliary sensitivity equations are described by

+ Ax^ (7.39)

(7.40)

0K 0K ^ 0K ^

- (7.41)

^  ^  (7.42)
0K 0K

— X.i —— /w ) + V (—V. sinS ——  + X, p(‘ ■ '^)/wt qgg/ o' q^ b gg.

* (7-1̂ 3)
0T. 0x
aig = ^2 ëïc; (7-44)
0T. 0x
gx; = 1̂ 2 3ÎÇ + ■4 x3 (7 .45)

where K = in turn.
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7*4 Optimisation Studies

7*4.1 General

The choice of extra feedback signals into the excitation
system has been limited to three particular signals, all
of which have been previously used. These three signals 

2are p 8, the rotor acceleration, the transient
electrical output power and Ai^, the change in direct-axis

99current. On the governing side, the PID governors have 
attracted much attention with signals as proportional, 
integral and derivative of the speed signal. However, the 
acceleration feedback in the steam-flow control system has 
been found^ to be more effective than the rotor angle 
and speed feedback. In fact, comparable suboptimal 
controls has been reported^employing only the accelera
tion feedback. To achieve economic operation without 
impairing the optimum performance of the suboptimal control, 
only this extra signal is chosen in the governing system 
in this present investigation.

Weighting factors of A^=0.1 and A2=70.0 in eqn. 7*4 have 
been chosen as a result of several optimisation scaling 
runs. In this form, the objective function not only 
satisfies the transient response requirements but also 
fulfils the necessity for problem scaling. The scaling 
factors SCALEl and SCALE2 for the feedback signals have 
different values for different feedback combinations. The 
object of the scaling is such that per unit change in the
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gain constants of the feedback will produce roughly a per 
unit change in the objective function. The convergence 
criterion has been assumed to be satisfied when the 
gradient norm is less than the specified accuracy,i.e.

The integral of eqn. 7.4 is evaluated over 3.5s in attempts 
to find the optimised values of the parameters and 
of eqns. 7.1 and 7.2. The quadratic approximation single 
variable optimisation has also been applied for the 
assessment of the individual contribution by each of the 
excitation and steam-flow control loop.

7.4.2 Co-ordinated Control

A large number of optimisation runs have been performed to 
optimise the transient performance of the single-machine 
system by incorporating both suboptimal excitation said 
steam-flow control using the performance index given in 
eqn. 7.4. Four typical optimum controls, Ala, Alb, A2 and 
A3 are described in Table 7.1 where the conventional 
control, A^(conventional a.v.r. and conventional governor), 
is also included for comparison. Controls Ala and Alb are 
two separate local minima, arrived using acceleration 
signal in both the excitation and the governing system.
All controls use acceleration signal as the extra feedback 
in the governing system.
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Control
Number

Excitation 
Feedback Signal

Excitation
Controller
Gain

Steam-flow
Controller
Gain

Value 
of PI

A0 / 0.0 0.0 39.77
Ala p^s 0.0365 0.12 5.55
Alb 0.0543 0.147 7.57
A2 0.6946 0.03 8.69
A3 -0.4692 0.0392 8.79

Bla / 0.0 0.0217 35.13
Bib / 0.0 0.05 /

01 P^S 0.0166 0.0 9.98
02 0.5486 0.0 9.77
C3 4 id -0.3638 0.0 10.11

Table 7.1 Optimisation results

The transient responses of the systems with Controls 
Ala and Alb are shown in Fig. 7*3* The control inputs to 
the systems are the excitation voltage and the mechanical 
input power. It can be observed from Figs. 7.3c and 7.3d 
that the suboptimal controls exercise much more control 
action than the conventional control. Immediately after 
fault inception, all three controls push the excitation 
voltage to the positive ceiling, and whilst the suboptimal 
controls reduce the mechanical input power sharply, the 
power input effected by the conventional control remains 
unchanged for about 0.1s and then reduces at a much slower 
rate. The electrical power output(Fig. 7.3©) of all three 
controls are almost zero initially due to the collapse of 
the terminal voltage. However, by the time the fault is 
cleared, much more energy has been injected into the system
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with the conventional control and this extra energy is 
available to accelerate the rotor, leading to higher first 
swing in rotor angle, TThen the fault is removed, all 
three controls maintain the excitation at a ceiling value, 
thereby increasing the electrical power output in an 
attempt to resynchronise. However, the conventional control 
maintains the excitation at the positive ceiling for too 
long, resulting in excessive decelerating power, which in 
turn, leads to a much larger back swing in rotor angle,
The suboptimal controls, on the other hand, efficiently 
co-ordinate the mechanical input and electrical output 
power to produce more effective damping.

Apart from improving the first swing stability and subse
quent damping, the suboptimal controls also furnish better 
control over the terminal voltage recovery response.
These controls reduce the voltage dip after the fault is 
removed as shown in Fig. 7*3b. It can be seen that the 
suboptimal excitation control is virtually bang-bang in 
nature in the first 1s and that the transient performance 
of the two optimum controls are very similar, though they 
have different feedback gains.

Control A2 and A3 are systems with transient electrical 
power, APg, end change in direct-axis current, Ai^, as the 
extra excitation signal respectively. Although it has 
been found that each of these gives comparable transient 
performance with acceleration signal in the previous 
excitation control optimisation studies, they do not seem
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to co-ordinate effectively with the acceleration signal 
in the governing system. The Control Ala, however, with 
acceleration signal in both the excitation system and the 
governing system, stands out to be a better co-ordination 
as illustrated in Fig, 7,4, when compared with Controls 
A2 and A3» The 10-second plot gives a much clearer 
picture that the optimum systems do actually settle to 
their initial steady state completely after about 4s, It 
is observed that the gain constants, K^, for Controls A2 
and A3 are small comparing with Control Ala, However, 
increasing for Controls A2 and A3 has been found to 
make the system responses rather sluggish without reducing 
the first swing,

7.4,3 Suboptimal Steam—Flow Control

In order to evaluate the individual contribution made by 
steam-flow control towards the transient performance of 
the single-machine system, a system incorporating a 
suboptimal state feedback steam-flow control with a 
conventional a,v,r, was studied, A typical control ' 
obtained is described in Table 7,1 as Control Bla, This 
control was obtained using the performance index described 
by eqn, 7.4, %t has been mentioned previously that the 
choice of performance index is arbitrary. In the present 
form, it may not be the most suitable one for the sub- 
optimal steam-flow control problem. It is, however, 
possible to arrive at Control Bib using a slightly
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modified performance index. The transient response of 
this system is depicted in Fig, 7.5, in which Controls 
and Ala are also shown for comparison. From Fig, 7.5a, it 
can be seen that the system with suboptimal steam-flow 
control(Bib) has a first swing in rotor angle comparable 
to that of the system with co-ordinated control Ala, and 
the behaviour of its subsequent swings resembles that of 
the system with conventional control A^, although it is 
somewhat more damped. This is because of the fact that, 
while this control reduces the mechanical power input 
(Fig, 7*5d) sharply at the onset of the fault, as Control 
Ala, and thereby reduces the first swing, it exports too 
much electrical power(Fig, 7.5©) after the removal of the 
fault because of lack of control action by the excitation 
system and so gives rise to an excessive back swing. This 
is confirmed by the excitation voltage response(Fig, 7.5c) 
which shows that the control furnished by Control Bib is 
similar to that of Control A^, The terminal voltage 
response follows the same trend as shown in Fig, 7.5b,
While the voltage response of Control Bib is similar to 
that of Control Ala during the initial period, it resembles 
that of Control A^ in the subsequent response,

7.4,4 Suboptimal Excitation Control

I ;Studies have been made in the previous chapters to 
investigate the contribution made by a suboptimal excita
tion control on the system transient performance with the 
prime mover assumed to deliver a constant mechanical input
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to the generator. These studies show that, while the 
suboptimal excitation control can make little further 
improvement on the first swing stability over the conven
tional a,v.r., it provides much more effective damping on 
subsequent swings. It also renders better control on the 
terminal voltage response. In order to investigate this 
more closely with the prime mover realistically represented, 
a system with a conventional governing system and 
incorporating suboptimal excitation was studied.

Typical optimum controls are described in Table 7.1 as
Controls 01, 02 and 03. Control 01 is chosen for the
comparison study. The transient performance of the system
with this control is depicted in Fig. 7*6, where Controls

and Ala are also included for comparison. From Fig. 7.6c
and 7.6d, it is readily observed that Control 01 has an
excitation control similar to that of Control Ala and a
steam-flow control resembling that of Control A^. In fact,
the steam-flow controls of Controls A and 01 are identicalo
during the first 0.6s after fault inception. This being 
the case, it is not surprising that the rotor swing 
response of Control 01, as shown in Fig. 7.6a, has a first 
peak practically identical to that of Control A^ and 
subsequent swings comparable to Control Ala. The magnitude 
of back swing after the first peak of the machine with 
Control 01 is reduced by excitation control which prevents 
excessive power export after the fault is removed, as 
shown in Fig. 7*6e, The terminal voltage response of the 
machine with Control 01 goes through the same voltage dip
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after fault removal as that with Control but regains
its steady-state value much more quickly than Control A^ 
and slightly ahead of Control Ala.

7 .4.5 System Sensitivity

A study has been made of the sensitivity of the single
machine system with respect to each of the excitation 
single stabilising feedback gain and the steam-flow 
controller feedback constant, using the sensitivity 
functions described in Chapter 4. The results of this 
study are illustrated in Figs. 7*7 and 7.8, where 
logarithmic sensitivity functions for the rotor angle and 
the terminal voltage respectively have been plotted for 
the suboptimal controllers Ala, A2 and A3 described in 
Table 7.1. Figure 7.7 shows that, although the initial 
rotor-angle response is totally insensitive to variations 
in the feedback gain for various signals of the excitation 
control system for the initial 0.4s after fault inception, 
it is sensitive to the acceleration gain of the steam-flow 
control about 0.2s after fault inception. On the others 
hand, the terminal voltage is more sensitive to the 
excitation feedback gain through the transient period with 
the exception of Control Ala.

A useful alternative method of comparing system sensitivities 
is to compare the areas under the logarithmic sensitivity 
curves and Table 7.2 shows the integrals of rotor-angle 
and terminal-voltage sensitivity functions over 5s. Two
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kinds of sensitivity functions are used in this table, 
namely, the absolute sensitivity and the logarithmic sen
sitivity functions and both bave been described earlier in 
Chapter 2, Control A^, the conventional system, is the 
most sensitive of all controls to feedback gain variation 
on this basis, whereas Controls Ala, A2 and A3* which are 
co-ordinated suboptimal controllers, are the least sensitive.

Control Absolute Sensitivity 
Integrals

Logarithmic Sensitivity 
Integrals

Number S(K^) SfKg) Vt(Ki) Vt(Kz) S(K,) Vt(%i) Vt(%2)
63.92 14.4 7.69 0.95 / / / /

Bla / 8.39 / 0.77 / 0.17 / 0.017
Cl 43.02 / 9.295 / 0.61 / 0.16 /
Al a 1 .65 4.51 0.32 0.59 0.046 0.44 0.013 0.074
A2 1.41 9.62 0.29 1.75 0.797 0.232 0.203 0.055
A3 1.14 9.67 0.21 1.63 0.43 0.299 0.109 0.067

Table 7.2 Integrals of sensitivity functions

A comparison of the corresponding integrals for the 
excitation controller and the steam-flow controller shows 
that this single-machine system is more sensitive to gain 
variations in the feedback signal of the steam-flow 
controller as far as absolute sensitivity function is 
concerned. From the viewpoint of logarithmic sensitivity 
function, however, only the Control Ala remains to be 
dominant in steam-flow controller gain sensitivity. This 
can be easily confirmed from Figs. 7.7 and 7.8. This fact 
may attribute to the reason that, while each of the
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excitation controller signal used for Controls A2 and A3 
has comparable transient responses with Control Ala in the 
earlier excitation control optimisation.studies, they do 
not co-ordinate effectively as Control Ala with the accele
ration steam-flow controller. The combination of 
acceleration steam-flow controller with single feedback 
excitation systems other than acceleration excitation 
controller has been observed to reduce its effectiveness 
as illustrated in section 7.4.2.

7.4,6 Changes in Operating Conditions

The optimisation studies have all been performed for a 
particular set of operating conditions. A control law so 
derived would be of little practical significem.ce if it 
only gives satisfactory performance for that one set of 
operating conditions and it follows that the optimality of 
the control should not be unduly sensitive to system 
variations. The sensitivity of the response to changes in 
the state-feedback gains has just been discussed, and the 
present section deals with the usefulness of the suboptimal 
controller Ala of Table 7.1 when the operating conditions 
are varied over a relatively wide range. The results of 
such an investigation are given in Table 7.3.

Certain general conclusions can be made from the results 
listed in Table 7.3. Although the range of operating 
conditions considered is wide, the order of magnitude of 
the optimum feedback gains is not changed. Mathematically
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Control
Number %1 %2 Power Power

Factor New PI PI for 
Al a

Al a 0.0365 0.12 0.85 1 .0 5.686 5.686
Al 1 0.036 0.12 0.85 0.95 lag 5.305 5.765
A12 0.031 0.122 0.85 0.95 lead 4.854 5.507
A13 0.032 0.119 0.2 1 .0 2.69 2.883
A14 0.037 0.154 0.85 1 .0 1.695 2.28

Table 7.3 Effects of system changes

speaking, this means that the optimum points for this 
wide range of operating conditions are close to each other 
in the parameter space. When the fault clearance time is 
changed from 0,22s to 0,14s, Control Ala is only slightly 
modified by the reoptimisation to obtain Control Al4 in 
Table 7.3, and it can be concluded that the controller 
remains near-optimal as the fault-clearance time is changed

All the above results have been confirmed by the use of 
transient response curves and a typical set of response 
curves is illustrated in Fig, 7.9 for the operating 
conditions described by Control A12, The conventional 
control A^ and the feedback gains derived under Control^
Ala are also included for comparison, all operating under 
the same initial conditions,

7.3 Discussion of Results ^

A combined suboptimal excitation and steam-flow controller, 
employing a fast, high ceiling excitation system with
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continuous main governing and interceptor—valve control 

can be very effective in improving the transient response 

of a single—machine power system, both in terms of first 

swing stability and subsequent damping. In a previous 

i n v e s t i g a t i o n ^ t h r e e  states have been used for each of 

the control loops. It has now been demonstrated that it 

is possible to reduce the number of extra signals to one 

into each input. The best combination of the extra 

feedback signals under study has been found to be 

acceleration signal for both excitation and steam-flow 

controllers.

Suboptimal steam-flow control makes its main contribution 

in the reduction of the first swing in rotor angle, 

although it also provides some damping on subsequent 

swings, while the main contribution made by the suboptimal 

excitation controller is the provision of very effective 

damping on subsequent swings in rotor angle, beyond the 

first swing.

Sensitivity studies have shown that, although the suboptimal 

control law for the nonlinear model was obtained for a '' 

given set of operating conditions, this controller 

provides a substantial improvement in transient performance 

for a wide range of operating conditions. There is, 

however, a change in the optimum feedback gains as system 

conditions are changed, but, for operating conditions near 

the nominal values, these changes are small.
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSIONS

8,1 General

Sensitivity theory and nonlinear optimisation techniques 
have been successfully applied to the optimisation of the 
transient performance of a power system consisting of an 
a.c. turbogenerator, connected to an infinite busbar 
through a transmission network. Systematic methods have 
been developed for the optimisation problem. By assuming 
that a suboptimal control could be obtained by a linear 
combination of the system states, the optimum control 
problem is treinsformed into one of parameter optimisation. 
This is, in turn, formulated as a function minimisation 
problem, whereby an optimum is located by a search, 
involving sensitivity functions, to minimise a perfromance 
index representing the performance of the system. Such a 
formulation avoids the two—point boundary problem Eind 
results in closed-loop state feedback controllers. It 
also allows suboptimal controllers incorporating feedback 
of any subset of the system variables to be derived in the 
same systematic and simple manner. The subset of the 
system variables may therefore be chosen to consist of 
only the output variables and not of inaccessible states.

In all the nonlinear optimisation studies, minimisation of 
the performance index requires the estimation of the 
partial derivatives of the performance index with respect 
to the optimising parameters. Although the partial
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derivatives can be calculated using difference approximation 
inside the function minimisation subroutine, exact formu
lation of the derivatives is desirable for better efficiency. 
The method of obtaining the required derivatives also 
indirectly involves calculation of the absolute sensitivity 
functions of the system states. These sensitivity functions, 
which are inherent in any study involving gradient tech
niques, can give additional information about the system 
states.

The theoretical study in this thesis has progressed along 
three main lines. Firstly, a synthesis method has been 
investigated to produce optimised excitation control of an 
a.c. turbogenerator when subjected to a large disturbance. 
Secondly, a novel design/synthesis approach has been 
applied to the excitation control problem. Finally, non
linear multi-variable optimisation method is used to 
optimise the system performance under co-ordinated 
excitation and steam-flow control,

8,2 Synthesis Method for Excitation Control

Many analytical studies of the application of modern 
control methods to the excitation control of a.c, turbo
generators have been reported but there are few reported 
experimental studies. More recent ones involve direct 
digital control of excitation using both minicomputer and 
microprocessor installations. In some cases, the required 
control law has been obtained using linearised equations,
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while, in other cases, certain of the system nonlinearities 
have been taken into account, to produce multi—variable 
feedback suboptimal controllers.

In the present study, a relatively simple synthesis 
approach using a linear search method is applied to the 
suboptimal excitation control problem. The proposed 
controller incorporates only one extra feedback signal 
into the excitation system, in addition to the normal 
terminal voltage feedback signal. The method uses single 
variable optimisation techniques, incorporating successive 
quadratic or cubic approximations of a nonlinear poly
nomial, Such an optimisation technique has been applied 
as a powerful method to synthesise a control law based on 
the existence of a given single system state, available 
for feedback purposes. When the cubic approximation 
algorithm is being used, formulation of dynamic sensitivity 
functions is required. It is suggested that the extra 
information obtained by these sensitivity functions should 
always be used to assess the suitability of a particular 
feedback signal.

8,3 Design/Synthesis Approach

The previous synthesis approach to the excitation control 
study makes no attempt to complete the design problem.
Such a method of synthesis may be used as an ingredient 
of design but has limited power by itself. Therefore, a 
combined design and synthesis approach to this particular
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excitation control problem has been made. The open-ended 
design method is based on an application of Bode techniques 
to the simplified linearised system to obtain a suitable 
form of compensation with accurate values determined 
precisely by single variable optimisation of the detailed 
nonlinear system. Such a controller incorporates feedback 
of transient direct-axis current which has not been used 
in the past as a single-state excitation feedback 
controller, A previous investigation using nonlinear 
multi-variable optimisation technique involves the 
combination of feedback signals of voltage behind transient 
reactance and load angle, That powerful gradient 
technique does indeed suggest feedback of the highly 
disguised direct-axis current signal through some algebraic 
manipulations. The choice of such a signal amongst all the 
possible system states has become obvious when signal—flow 
graphs Euid Bode techniques are used in this design 
exercise,

8,4 Experimental Studies

An experimental investigation based on the results from 
the synthesis and design/synthesis approaches has been 
performed on a real, although small, laboratory model, 
scaled on the Pembroke power station. The accuracy of 
various mathematical models of a turbogenerator used in 
theoretical studies has been the object of much discussion 
in the past. The accuracy of the values for the micro-
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machine parameters has also not been firmly established.
In these circumstances, since the accuracy of a comparison 
between theoretical results with experimental results 
depends on the parameter values used in the theoretical 
studies, it should only be used to confirm trends in 
system performance obtained with different extra feedback 
signals. In particular configurations involving load 
angle feedback, which are highly sensitive to changes in 
the optimised value of the feedback constaint and therefore, 
by definition, sensitive to the accuracy of the machine 
parameters, will only be examined to confirm this fact. 
However, a more meaningful comparison between theoretical 
and experimental results can be made when the introduction 
of an extra signal, such as transient electrical power 
feedback, has been shown to have low sensitivity to 
parameter changes. In all cases, the trends in the system 
transient performance predicted by theoretical results, 
using one of five feedback signals, have been confirmed 
experimentally. These five signals are load angle, rotor 
velocity, acceleration, electrical power and direct-axis 
current.

8.5 Co-ordinated Control Problem

The final part of the theoretical study involves co
ordinated excitation and steam—flow control of a turbo
generator, Investigation of such a system becomes 
important when modern large turbines are fitted with fast
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electro-hydraîLic governing systems which have a potential 
role in the enhancement of stability. In certain 
circumstances, this could duplicate the role of a fast 
excitation system. In recent years, some methods of 
optimal control theory have been applied to this area of 
research. Attempts have also been made to achieve optimal 
controls by some form of open-loop controls. The majority 
of the published papers in this field describe theoretical 
studies, and little, if any, consideration has been given 
to the application of modern control techniques to 
practical systems.

The approach adopted in the present investigation uses 
multi-variable optimisation technique applied to the 
nonlinear system model. Suboptimal excitation control is 
achieved by transient feedback of a system state and 
suboptimal steam-flow control is achieved by proportional 
feedback of the acceleration signal. The stabilising 
excitation system states considered are rotor acceleration, 
electrical output power and direct-axis current. It has 
been found that the combined controller is very effective 
in improving the machine transient performance. The main 
contribution of the suboptimal excitation control is the 
effective damping of subsequent swings while that of the 
suboptimal steam-flow control is the reduction of the 
first rotor swing. The best combination of the extra 
feedback signals under study has been found to be the 
acceleration signal for both the excitation controller 
and the steam-flow controller.
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Sensitivity studies suggest that the suboptimal control 
laws obtained are insensitive to wide range of parameter
changes.

8,6 Summary and Suggestions

It is hoped that the synthesis method, demonstrated and 
the results successfully verified experimentally, will 
find application in various studies of the optimisation of 
performance of any engineering systems. The simplicity of 
the approach can prove advantageous, since these linear 
search methods can be easily programmed, are computationally 
compact and make only very modest demand on storage, all of 
which can be important considerations in practical 
optimisation projects. However, an initial design based 
on long-established classical control techniques, followed 
by final parameter adjustment using nonlinear optimisation 
methods could well be the best design/synthesis approach 
to the optimisation of the performance of nonlinear control 
systems.

The simplicity of the proposed co-ordinated controller 
which incorporates only one extra signal in each of the 
excitation and steam-flow control loop is amenable to 
practical implementation. Such implementation of the 
co-ordinated control of a single machine and multi—machine 
systems is, of course, the ultimate aim of the project.
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APPENDIX Al STEADY-STATE CALCULATION FOR 
SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE

Ix

\ oc IR

IX,

q-axis

Fig, A1 ,1 Phasor diagram of a synch.ronous machine

Specified steady-state conditions:
Machine terminal voltage, = 1 p.u.
Power at infinite busbar, P^ = 0.85 P * u .  

Power-factor angle at infinite busbar, (j)̂
The generator current. I, is given by

= 0 .

From the steady-state phasor diagram, is described by 

= (v^ + IR^cosiJ)^ + + (lX^oos<t)^ -
(A1.2)

From eqns, A1.1 and A1.2, can therefore be calculated as
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-(2u-V ~) +,/((2u-V 2)2 _ 4(u2+v2))
. = ( J  ------:------- )  ,

where u =
V = XfPt - R^tan<t>^P^,

%T = %1 + ̂ x'
and = X^ + X^.

The angles can be evaluated as
_ IX 0054,̂  - IR^sin,^

e = sxn (--------   )
t

= 4^ + e
1 Ix cos<b. - IR sinè. - 1/ q Tt a ^t^  . - 1 / q T t_______a \oc = tan (y . cos<j> +Ix sinè. ̂t a ^t q ~t

S = oc + ©

where 0 is the angle between and V^,
is the power-factor angle at machine terminal,

OC is the angle between and , and
S is the rotor angle,

The following steady-state quantities can then be evaluated
as

Y, = V. sinoc V = V. cosocd t q t
= Isin(S + (t>̂) Iq = Icos(s+4^)

■ Vf = Vq + Xjlj Pg = V̂ Icos(j,̂

where is the electrical power at the machine terminals.
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APPENDIX A2 MACHINE AND SYSTEM DATA

All values are per unit values unless otherwise stated. 
The machine rating is 588 MVA, 500 22kV, 3000 rpm
with the following parameters:

R = a 0 .0079, =d = 2.8, r X =q 2.72

-d’ = 0.361, =d" = 0.18, X ” =q 0.23

?do' = 7.29s, 'p IIqo = 0 ,116s, T, = 0.0914s

^2 = 0 .039s, ^kd = 0 .00373s, H = 4.46

^d = 6.0, M = 0.0284

The generator transformer has = 0,013» X^ = 0.157.
The transmission line has R^ = 0.00794, = 0.103.

The excitation system allows full reversal of field 
voltage with a ceiling value of +6.87 (twice the full load 
value) with the following parameters:

K = 200, T = 0.5s, K = 0 .035» 0.5s ̂ T  < 2.0s. g g s s
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APPENDIX A3 DERIVATION OF QUADRATIC
APPROXIMATION

The assumed value of the quadratic function q(X) takes the 
general form;

q(X) = q^ + q^X + q^X^ (A3.1)

such that, for function values, f , f, and f at the three ' ' a' b c
points a, b and c,

+ q,b + qgb2
+ qgC^

This set of equations can then be solved to give q^, q.j
and q« in terms of f , f, , f , a, b and c,2 a b c

Equation A3*1 has a turning point at

X = X in 2qg

and has a minimum at this point if q^ > 0, It follows from 
the above equations that

(b^-c^)f + (c^-a^)f, + (a^-b^)f
2X =--  - a --- -------(A3.2)

^ . (b-c)f^ + (c-a)f^ + (a-b)f^

and this turning point is a minimum if

(a-b)(b-c)(c-a)
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APPENDIX A4 DERIVATION OF CUBIC
A P P R O X I M A T I O N

The assumed cubic approximation C(X) takes the general 
form

c(A) = + G^A + CgA + c_A^ (a4.i)

such that, at any point, h, C(h) = f is the function 
value and is the gradient value at that point. When 
eqn. a 4.1 is differentiated with respect to X, it follows 
that

c'(A) = Gq + zCgA + SCjA^ (A4.2 )

Then, given the function values, f^ and f^, the gradient 
values, and G^ at two points, 0 and h, it follows from
eqns. A4.1 and A4.2 that, with X= h,

h^C„ + h^C„ = f. - f_ - G h (A4.3)2 J n o o
2hCg + 3h^C^ = G^ - G^ (A4.4)

Equations a 4.3 and A4.4 can then be solved for hC^ and 
h^C^ to give ^

hCg = -(G^ + Z)
3h^c = {G  ̂+ G^ + 2Z)

where Z = 3 (f -f, + G +G, )/hV o h o h^
2When these values of hC^ and h C^ are substituted into 

eqn. A4.2 it follows that
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9C'(X) = - - (G^+Z)A + ^  (G^+Gj^+2Z)
h

The corresponding minimum value of X = X is obtained bym
equating C*(X^^ to zero, so that

\ G + Z + W
^  = -2----- =----  (A4.5)
^ Go + + 2Z

where
¥ = (Z2 _ G ^ G j P 2

The ambiguity in the sign can be resolved by considering 
the second derivative of C(X^), which must be greater than 
zero for a minimum value. Then, under this constraint, 
eqn, A4.5 becomes

Am + Z + W
h G + G, + 2 Z o h

G, + W - Z
= 1 - ----------- (A4.6)

G, - G + 2W h o
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APPENDIX A5 SIGNAL-FLOV GRAPH MANIPULATION

Standard manipulation of the basic flow diagram of Fig. ^ .1 
can be used to eliminate the unwanted vertices v and e ••q q
Consider the flow graph around the vertices v , i_ and e •2q d q

p T

-o
i e •Vq

Fig. A5.1

-V, sins b owhere a
b
c ■c
d = -(x^-x^«)/(l+Ts)

= X

0 = 1/Xd'
f = 1/(1+Ts) 
g = iqo
h = V
X =

do
%tTqo/Vto

The vertex v^ is first removed, which generates a self 
circuit round i^ and results in the flow graph of Fig. A5.2 
Similarly, removing vertex e^* generates another self 
circuit round i^ as shown in Fig. A3*3# Finally, the self 
loops round i^ are removed, showing all the transmittance 
paths via i^ as illustrated in Fig. A3.4.
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OS

ab

be

Fig. A5.2

ab ef

be ,de

Fig. A5.3

âb ef
1—be—de 1—be—de

iS V

P i g .  A 5 . 4
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Substituting the values back for a to i into the 
transmittance paths of Pig. A3.4 gives the simplified 
representation as shown in Pig. 5*2, where

eg + h = + Xtiqo

1 = Xt"qo/Vto
ab

1 - be - de X. X -X,* 11 +

ef
1 — be — de

X , » 1 +Ts X _ »d a
(VbSinS^(l+Ts)
(Xd+Xt) + (x^*+X^)Ts

=d'(l+Ts) 1 + + =d-=d
*d' Xd'(l+Ts)

(x^+Xt) + (x^*+X^)Ts
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APPENDIX A6 r e l a t i o n s h i p  BETWEEN S, e * and i,' q d

From Fig, A5.2, retaining only the transmittance paths onto 
i^ gives the following highly simplified flow graph:

Fig, A6,1

where a = -V. sin 6 D o
b = d
c = Xt 
e = l/x^f

Removing the self loop round i^ gives

"__________ .._________^ „ _________ o'q'ab e
1 - be 1 - be

Fig, A6,2

Substituting the values back for a, b, e and e into the, 
transmittance paths gives the simple relationship between 
S, e^» and i^ as described by eqn, 5*35» where

ab Vb=i*So/Xd' l/=d'

+ *d' + ^d*
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